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ABSTRACT
On Growing Up Finnish in the Midwest: A Family Oral History Project
by
Ingrid Ruth Nixon
This study explores what oral history interviews with my mother reveal about the familial and
community dynamics that influenced Finnish-American children growing up on Michigan’s
Upper Peninsula between 1930 and 1950. Close to four hours of oral history interviews were
conducted with Viola Nixon, who is second and third-generation Finnish-American on her
father’s and mother’s sides, respectively. After conducting a narrative analysis of the interviews,
five themes emerged as significant to community function: family, language, education, work
and church. I grouped some of these themes together to create three stories informed by materials
drawn from the interviews, a cookbook, and my personal experience. These stories were written
for oral performance. The stories provide audiences the opportunity to learn about and feel
empathy for America’s immigrants, as well as to explore their own immigrant roots.
Opportunities for further studies exist to explore the immigrant experience on Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
My aging mother lives alone. Every morning she sends out what she calls a “morning
message” to her five children, their spouses and grandchildren to let the family know that she is
okay. It is not a specifically timed activity; however, if the email hasn’t shown up in my inbox by
11 a.m., I call her. Her morning messages usually describe what she can see outside her big
picture windows, which look out over her backyard, the town and the Strait of Juan de Fuca, the
body of water that separates the Olympic Peninsula of Washington State from Vancouver Island,
Canada. Her missives often include a few non-English words and their English definitions, such
as “kesa – summer” or “syksu – fall.” The non-English words are Finnish. She includes these
words in her messages to use the language that she grew up speaking. They also serve to remind
us, her children, of our Finnish heritage.
My 86-year-old mother is second-generation Finnish-American on her father’s side and
third-generation Finnish-American on her mother’s side. She was born on the Upper Peninsula in
the state of Michigan and grew up in the predominantly Finnish farming community of North
Ironwood. She eventually left her community for college, taught school in the Pacific Northwest,
married and moved to Canada, returned to the Midwest for a time before eventually settling in
Washington State—over half a country away from her roots.
My mother’s family’s journey to America follows the classic immigrant story in which
people travel to a new land hoping to improve their lives and the lives of their children. Stories
from my mother’s youth illustrate the day-to-day challenges and rewards immigrant families
faced in pursuing a better life in America. More specifically, her stories illuminate the FinnishAmerican experience of assimilating into the greater culture of the United States.
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Even though I was born into what feels like a fully assimilated family in the United
States, I have been aware of the “Finnish-ness” of my mother’s family from my earliest days. We
had colorful rag rugs made by women in my mother’s family on floors in various places
throughout the house. I often leafed through a book of Finnish folktales called, Tales from a
Finnish Tupa by Bowman and Bianco. I learned taking a sauna was Finnish; soaking in a hot tub
was not. We used certain Finnish words regularly, such as naming our cat Kissa and calling the
end pieces of a bread loaf kantapää, which my mother said meant “cat” and “head” respectively.
In tough times she encourages us to call on our sisu, an inner strength reflecting “guts, tenacity
and perseverance” (Livo & Livo, 1999).
In contrast, my father did not deliberately pass on information or traditions from his
Canadian heritage. He was a first-generation Canadian immigrant to the United States. I had the
impression that since there was no language barrier, there were few significant cultural
differences between Canadians and Americans
When I was a girl I remember my mother sharing vignettes of her life story, such as
living without indoor plumbing in a log house her father built; seeing young Finnish-speaking
children crying at school because they didn’t understand their English-speaking teacher; taking
weekly saunas at her grandmother’s house; the struggles her family went through when her
father died prematurely of a brain tumor. These stories and the insertions of Finnish culture into
my life felt exotic because it was different from the dominant mainstream American culture
around me.
As I age I embrace the fact that I am part Finnish more and more. I feel a special kinship
when I meet or read about someone with Finnish ancestry. I delight in uncovering hidden facts,
such as John Morton, one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence, had Finnish roots
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(Kostiainen, 2014). As my mother ages, I realize it is my time to become the keeper of my
family’s Finnish history for my siblings and their children. I also realize that my mother’s history
of growing up Finnish contributes to America’s larger immigrant story. Unless I make a
concerted effort to collect and preserve some aspect of my mother’s Finnish-American
upbringing it will be lost, both to my family and to scholars.
Statement of Purpose
Exploring the familial and community influences of a Finnish-American community on
children growing up on Michigan’s Upper Peninsula in the 1930s and 1940s is the focus of this
study. A series of recorded interviews provided Viola Nixon, my mother, the opportunity to
recount experiences from her childhood in the farming community of North Ironwood on
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. After conducting a narrative analysis of the interviews, I created
three stories based on information shared in the interviews. I will perform the stories for live
audiences of mixed ages and ethnic backgrounds; it is possible that I will also include the stories
in written form in a separate body of work outside the scope of this project. The purpose of
creating and performing these stories is to expose audiences to the Finnish-American experience
in the United States through the perspective of one woman. The Finnish-American story is part
of America’s immigrant story; other than Native Americans, immigration is an experience many
in the audiences will either have experienced directly or had ancestors who did. To share the
stories from a woman’s point of view provides audiences a less frequently shared perspective.
In this study, I address the research question: What do oral history interviews with my
mother reveal about the familial and community dynamics that influenced Finnish-American
children growing up on Michigan’s Upper Peninsula between 1930 and 1950? Related questions
are:
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•

In what ways did having a Finnish heritage influence education and career choices
of community members?

•

How did mastery of Finnish and English influence relationships between
generations and within the community?

•

What influence(s) did organized religion have on community activities and
relations?

In hearing these stories of growing up in a rural Finnish-American community, audience
members may recognize elements of their own family stories, such as the pull between
maintaining cultural identity and assimilating into America’s proverbial melting pot. It will
provide listeners the opportunity to feel empathy for immigrants and strengthen their
appreciation for America’s—and the world’s—diverse cultural fabric.
In addition to my stories, my mother’s oral history interviews will complement two
specific oral history projects conducted by other institutions or individuals. Finlandia University
has an extensive oral history collection. The interviews are with mostly Finns, with a few people
of other ethnicities, from Michigan’s Upper Peninsula and northeastern Minnesota collected in
the 1970s by staff and students of what was then Soumi College, now Finlandia University
(“Finnish Folklore,” n.d.). The website for the project
(http://www.kentsgenealogy.com/finnamericanoralhistories/) features a list of the narrators and
other information about the interview if available, such as date it took place, interviewer, span of
time covered by material shared in the interview, place names mentioned, subjects addressed; a
document format file (.pdf) of the interview or an audio excerpt. Of the just over 300 interviews
listed in the project, approximately142 involve women; some interviews are of couples where
both speak; a few interviews are of groups. It is not stated how the narrators were selected to be
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interviewed. Dates listed for events included in the interviews range from 1800 to the 1970s.
Topics covered in the interviews are wide ranging, from specific historical events to home life to
jobs to hockey to social clubs. Given my mother is Finnish and grew up in the region included in
this study during the time frame covered, her interviews contribute to our knowledge of this
population’s collective experience.
The second project my study complements is called the “Children of the Finnish
Homestead Oral History Project” conducted by JoAnn Hanson-Stone in 1994 and housed in the
Iron Range Research Center archives of Chisholm, MN. The study features interviews with nine
men and five women of Finnish descent raised in northeastern Minnesota in the early 1900s
(“Children of the Finnish,” n.d.). A breakdown of topics covered in the interviews is not readily
available online. However, Hanson-Stone used the interviews of the women from this study in
her article called, “Work, Family and Community Builders.” According to Hanson-Stone (1998),
“The female narrators, through their life stories, told more than the history of the Finnish
homesteaders way of life, they gave us an opportunity to relive a fascinating part of Minnesota’s
social and cultural history” (p. 22). As little geographic distance separates Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula from Minnesota, Viola Nixon’s stories share many similarities with her FinnishAmerican Minnesota counterparts.
Oral histories are thoughtfully conducted and documented interviews that provide
personal insights and details to enrich the historical record. Long neglected by researchers due to
cultural bias, women and their stories need to be collected by today’s scholars to ensure women’s
stories become more widely known. After this study I will offer my mother’s audio recordings
and transcripts to various institutions, including Finlandia University in Hancock, Michigan and
Iron Range Research Center in Chisholm, Minnesota as both have extensive oral history
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collections of individuals of Finnish descent. This study will provide future researchers a primary
resource to use in further research on the Finnish-American experience. I will also offer copies of
the recordings and transcripts to family members, who will likely value this record of my
mother’s life.
Scope of Study
This study is focused on an oral history with one woman, Viola Nixon. Rather than
encompass her entire life, I limited this study to her childhood growing up in a largely Finnish
rural community in Michigan. I used a digital audio recorder to document a series of interviews
about her childhood; at approximately age 20 she moved away to attend the university.
I analyzed the narrative in the oral history to create three fictional stories that provide
answers to my central research question and related questions. Although I was limited to the
recollections of one woman, I drew additional information from a cookbook, Finnish-American
Folk Recipes, written and initially published by my mother and her sister, Arlene Renken, in
1979; and from my personal experience visiting North Ironwood and relatives in the region with
my mother in July 2016. The stories were created to be performed orally in front of a live
audience. I chose to develop stories based primarily on Viola’s recollections. Realizing her
memory might not be factually accurate since the interviews were based on her personal
experiences, I fact checked historical facts that were verifiable. The stories are in Chapter 4.
Organization
This Introduction provides the justification for conducting an oral history of my FinnishAmerican mother and creating fictional stories based on her early life experiences. In my
Statement of Purpose I explain my study design and reason for conducting this study, including
my research question and related questions. I show how this study will complement two existing
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oral history collections that focus on individuals of Finnish heritage. The Scope of Study section
briefly outlines parameters for the interviews and other materials used to create the stories, how I
will use the stories, as well as limitations of the study. Chapter 2: Literature Review provides
cultural context for this oral history project establishing that a woman’s experiences growing up
in a Finnish-American community are distinct due to cultural and gender factors. Three primary
areas researched were Finnish identity, Finnish emigration and assimilation, and oral histories of
women. Chapter 3: Methodology outlines how my constructivist paradigm and placement in the
study influenced my narrative analysis of the interviews and the resulting stories. The data
collection process is discussed in detail, including knowledge of the narrator and ethical
considerations. Chapter 4: Results of the Study presents three stories created from the oral
history interviews and additional information. Chapter 5: Interpretation of Findings describes my
process for gathering the information and creating my performable stories, as well as possible
next steps in this study.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Life stories reveal much about a person. However, the stories can have greater
significance when presented in a cultural context. Before delving into Viola’s personal stories, it
is important to take some time to explore aspects of the Finnish and the Finnish immigrant
culture. Therefore, to provide context and perspective I would like to address the following:
1.) Finnish identity; 2.) Finnish emigration and assimilation, and 3.) oral histories of women.
Finnish Identity
“Swedes we are no longer, Russians we cannot be, therefore let us be Finns.” ~ Attributed to an
exiled academic named A.I. Arwidsson (Kirby, 2006, p. 90).
From time to time, I will mention the name of a person and my mother will lean forward
to say, “He’s Finnish, you know.” I thought this was a personal quirk of hers until I met a man
long married to a Finnish woman who said his wife could name virtually every famous Finnish
person in American popular culture. That sounded startlingly familiar.
Initially, I wondered if perhaps this urge to tout Finnish accomplishments was in part
because there are not very many Finns in the general population of the United States. Those
claiming Finnish heritage have never made up a large percentage of U.S. citizens. In 2000,
623,559 people in the country claimed Finnish ancestry, which is about two-tenths of one percent
of the national population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2004). After reviewing the history of Finland,
I’ve come to think this tracking of accomplished Finns stems from more than just numbers. It’s
cultural pride possibly rooted in the fact that until the last century, the Finnish people were a
linguistically distinct people living in the shadows of others.
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Though the modern country of Finland did not come into being until 1918, people
identifying as Finnish have been around for many centuries. According to Kirby (2006), “As a
political entity, Finland owes its existence to the realm which gradually established itself
between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries on the central plains of present-day Sweden” (p. 4).
In the 12th century, the Kingdom of Sweden Christianized and colonized the territory of Finland.
Per Ashby (2010):
Prior to that, there had been no unifying political organizations in the region, no
ancient kingdom of independent Finns. In the absence of any history of political
nationhood, ‘the people’, their language and their culture provided the foundation
for developing ideas of national identity. (p. 352)
With Finland’s annexation, Swedish became the language of government and the upper
classes (Knipping, 1977, p. 5). Common Finns spoke a language evolved out of the Finno-Ugric
languages. They lived close to the land as skilled hunters, fishermen and reindeer herders, who
cultivated wheat and barley, spun thread and wove cloth, and built log homes (Holmio, 2001, p.
30).
In the following centuries, Sweden fought numerous battles with other European
governments, including Denmark, Germany, and Russia, and succeeded in pushing the eastern
border of Finland to Lake Ladoga, in modern day Russia (Kirby, 2006, pp. 30-31). In 1808 Czar
Alexander I invaded Finland, which became an autonomous Grand Duchy of Russia the
following year (Knipping, 1977, p. 5). With lingering loyalties toward Sweden and formal
political ties with Russia, men entrusted with the affairs of the Grand Duchy recognized the need
to develop a Finnish identity.
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As politicians worked on the relationship with the Russian government, Elias Lönnrot
made a series of folk-poem collecting expeditions into the Finnish and Karelian countryside.
According to Virtanen and DuBois (2000), with considerable creative license, Lönnrot
assembled the poems into what would become the Finnish national epic, The Kalevala. This
lengthy poem “awakened and encouraged the development of the Finnish language as a vehicle
for intellectual communication and art … and would have a lasting influence throughout the
nineteenth century and well into the twentieth” (Virtanen & DuBois, 2000, p. 22).
As the spirit of The Kalevala took hold of the Finnish people, tensions with the Russian
government grew. When Russia took over rule of Finland, it continued to offer the Finns various
constitutional rights and privileges that had been established under Swedish rule. However, in
1899, Czar Nicolas II issued a manifesto that stripped Finland of these protections “in an attempt
to Russianize the Finns” (Russell, 1937, p. 65). Tensions continued to build between Russian and
Finnish leaders until November 1917, when the Bolshevik Revolution ousted the czar from
power. The Finnish parliament seized the opportunity to declare Finland’s independence from
Russia on December 6, 1917. The new government of the Soviet Union recognized Finland as an
independent state the following year (Alanen, 2014; Kirby, 2006; Wasastjerna, 1957). A country,
as well as a cultural identity was born.
Finnish Emigration and Assimilation
Happiness is a place between too much and too little. ~ Finnish Proverb
As I think of my mother’s grandparents leaving Finland for America, I ponder many
questions: What would it take for me to leave all that I know in hopes that I will find something
better in a new country? Would I wait to leave until things at home became untenable? If it were
not a case of survival such as fleeing a war zone or avoiding starvation, would I be brave enough
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to trade the known for the unknown? As this examination of Finnish emigration shows, the
reasons for departing are complex.
At the close of the Medieval Period, Swedish nobility, aristocrats and clergy enjoyed a
degree of comfort while the Finnish peasants struggled. According to Russell (1937), nine-tenths
of the population in Finland depended on agriculture for their food and income (p. 68). It was not
easy to make a living off the northern landscape, which was dominated by forests and lakes. Its
growing seasons were short and uncertain; winters harsh; and soils thin from glacial scouring of
the Pleistocene Ice Age (Kirby, 2006; Wasastjerna, 1957). Hunting and fishing augmented diets,
and some engaged in trade of goods like meat, furs, eggs, and salted fish. “At the best of times,
yields from the land wrested from nature were meager. As the pressure on the land mounted,
harvest failures could and did spell disaster for many thousands” (Kirby, 2006, p. 23).
Finnish farmers practiced “burn-beat cultivation” where they cut down trees and burned
land for planting, a practice that typically yielded harvests for one to three seasons (Kirby, 2006,
p. 22). This type of farming required the farmer to continually destroy new forest to obtain land
for crops. It’s a practice Swedish leaders eventually condemned for its heavy toll on the
landscape. According to Holmio (2001):
In many areas actual persecution (of burn-beat farmers) began. The Finnish
farmers’ cottages were burned and inhabitants forced to leave. Many were even
murdered … some accepted the proposal of authorities that they emigrate across
the Atlantic Ocean. That was the actual beginning of the immigration of Finns to
America. (p. 35)
In the mid-1600s, a contingent of burn-beat farming Finns and Swedes supported by the
Swedish government created a settlement in North America along Delaware River called New
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Sweden. The colony was taken over by the Dutch in 1655 and later the English in 1664 before
becoming subsumed in 1681 by William Penn and thousands of Quakers fleeing religious
persecution (Holmio, 2001; Immonen, 2011). According to Tvengsberg (1995), Finns continued
their burn-beat farming when they reached the New World, which eventually caused many to
leave the settlement as they could not stay put on one piece of land for the long term as desired
by colonial authorities (p. 285). These ousted Finns got on well with Native Americans in the
region, who not only practiced a form of burn-beat farming, but also shared certain cultural
practices such as steam baths in saunas or sweat lodges, drumming and singing rituals
(Tvengsberg, 1995, p. 286).
The new colonists brought with them the skill of building cabins from logs (Kostiainen,
2014). This ability to build structures using felled tree trunks with no milling was embraced by
the huddled masses seeking to eke out a living on these new shores (Alanen, 2014). A log cabin
could go up quickly and be made snug against the elements.
In the 18th century, more peripatetic Finns found their way to North America. Some
Finnish immigrants were sailors who ended their shipboard service to take advantage of
opportunities ashore as carpenters, construction workers, or painters (Alanen, 2014; Kero, 2014,
Wasastjerna, 1957). Others were young men who came from landowning families. Finland’s
land laws followed male primogenitor, so when a father died the land went to the oldest son
(Wasastjerna, 1957, p. 47). Younger sons joined the ranks of the landless poor, which likely
encouraged many to seek opportunities on distant shores (Knipping, 1977, p. 7).
The next notable wave—albeit a small one—of Finnish migration to North America
occurred in the late 1700s and into the mid-1800s in what was then-Russian Alaska. Russia
claimed Alaska after it sponsored exploration of its coastal waters by Vitus Bering in 1728.
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Russia attempted to colonize Alaska by establishing outposts in Kodiak, Unalaska, and Sitka
(Holmio, 2001, p. 46). “At least 575 Finland-born individuals, and perhaps as many as 1,200
spent some time in Russian Alaska … They were laborers, seaman, carpenters, scientists,
admirals, administrators and Lutheran pastors” (Alanen, 2014, Chapter 5, section 3, para. 2).
After Russia sold Alaska to the United States in 1867, many Finns stayed to become American
citizens (Holmio, 2001, p. 47).
During this period the United States was in the throes of the Civil War. So many
responded to the call of the battlefield that it created a shortage of skilled men to work the mines
of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. Labor leaders from the Quincy Mine in Hancock, Michigan
recruited experienced Norwegian, Swedish and Finnish miners from the northern Norwegian
mines of Kaafjord and Alten to fill the void. The miners who arrived in 1864-1865 were soon
followed by others seeking work and better living conditions (Alanen, 2014; Holmio, 2001;
Kaunonen, 2009).
Concurrently, Finland experienced a series of famines, the most calamitous of which
began in 1867. Wasastjerna (1957) explained:
Very little grain was harvested that year, and tens of thousands of people died of
starvation and [a] typhoid epidemic added to the death toll. Within two months,
April and May 1868, six times as many people died as was statistically normal …
The national standard of living was set back, and a desire to leave the country
grew. (p. 46)
During times of famine, starving Finns tried to fill their empty bellies with “hunger bread” made
from the ground bark of birch trees (Kirby, 2006, p. 112). Many families who could leave the
country did (Kero, 2014).
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Finnish immigrants were eager for work and company recruiters for mines in Michigan
and Minnesota iron ranges tapped this rich vein of laborers. The recruiters knew how to pitch
their appeals to the immigrants. “Some of these agents acted as unscrupulous traffickers of men,
women, and children, advising of opportunity, yet turning over their collections of immigrants to
companies needing a quick influx of cheap human capital” (Kaunonen, 2009, p. 7). Becoming
mere cogs in the wheel of America’s expanding industrial landscape made many Finnish
immigrants long for farmland (Roinila, 2014). On farms, they could work in the fresh air, closer
to nature, and be their own bosses.
For many working in a factory or on a farm was preferable to staying in Finland to be
pressed into service for the czar. In 1878 Russia began to demand Finnish males perform
compulsory military service. “The situation worsened in 1901, when Russia ordered the Finnish
army to disband and incorporated the Finnish soldiers into the Czarist army” (Knipping, 1977, p.
8-9). Many saw the new military service law as an opportunity for passive resistance to rally
“patriotic opposition” (Kirby, 2006, p. 140). Efforts by Russia to introduce Russian as the
official language of Finland further chafed. “The domination of Russia from 1899 to 1917
caused the Finns to go where everyone had a chance for freedom and a more hopeful future”
(Russell, 1937, p. 68). Some considered emigrating a demonstration of Finnish patriotism.
Emigration from Finland to the United States reached its peak between 1890 and 1930
(Holmio, 2001, p. 32). Once in the United States, Finns tended to settle in proximity to one
another in hamlets, towns and cities where they established schools, businesses, churches and
other services (Alanen, 2014). These established Finns served as “pathfinders” to those who
immigrated later by providing a landing place in the new country (Kero, 2014).
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Opportunistic Finns did a variety of jobs. In burgeoning cities like Detroit and Chicago,
Finnish men and women were mostly factory workers; Finns in the Midwest went to work in
forests and mines, while others became farmers; still others worked in lumber camps and
sawmills in the great forests of the Pacific Coast (Wasastjerna, 1957, p. 69). Finns who
immigrated to Michigan’s Upper Peninsula were “… drawn primarily from fundamentalist
Lutheran peasantry … [and] dedicated themselves to family, community, and hard work”
(Stofer, 1997, p. 39).
Finnish women worked hard along with Finnish men. Due to economic hardship, women
in Finland always had to work to help support the family. For them to move from working on the
farm to working in other societal capacities was merely a shift in workplaces (Arsalo, 1996).
Many single Finnish women found “work in boarding houses run by Finnish families, as helpers
on Finnish farms, as maids for American mine company officials and other forms of domestic
work in laundries, hospitals, and shops” (Ross & Brown, 1986, p. 18).
Wherever they found employment, Finnish immigrants tended to band together and stay
in their enclaves because of the language barrier. “Finns were clannish and always associated
with other Finns speaking Finnish among themselves even if they knew English (Holmio, 2001
p. 149). First-generation immigrants rarely learned much English. “As a consequence their social
life was restricted to the Finnish community” (Leinonen, 2014, Chapter 18, Section 2, para. 8).
But why bother to learn a new language if you didn’t intend to stay in the country? According to
Kostiainen (n.d.):
Generally, when the Finnish immigrant came to North America, he planned to
return home after a year or so, or several years at the most. His intention was to
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earn enough money to buy a suitable farm in the old country. About a fourth of
the Finnish immigrants actually returned permanently to Finland. (p. 4)
For Finns who did stay in the United States, the evolution from Finnish speakers to
English speakers often took place over several generations. Typically the immigrant generation
spoke Finnish with a few English words; the second generation used larger English phrases and
less proper Finnish; and the third generation spoke mostly English with limited Finnish phrases
and words (Kostiainen, n.d., p. 8).
Although Finnish immigrants were reluctant to learn English, they valued the ability to
read in their own language. According to Holmio (2001):
Finland has long been one of the most literate countries in the world. The strict
Lutheran Church, which had control of people’s education, hundreds of years ago
made literacy and knowledge of the catechism requirements for the right to
partake in Communion and the privilege of marrying. In 1880, 97.6 percent of the
population over ten years of age were [sic] literate … in 1930; the country was
99.1 percent literate. (p. 381)
Immigrants to the United States were not only literate, but also sought to ensure that their
children received a standard education in public schools. Children also received teachings in
Finnish culture in summer schools often offered by churches and temperance societies (Holmio,
2001). Many descendants of Finnish immigrants became educators themselves (Kaunonen,
2009).
Finnish immigrants brought with them their faith, which was dominated by the Lutheran
Church back in Finland (Kaunonen, 2009; Kirby, 2006). Once in the United States, Lutheran
Finns splintered into different sects based on beliefs, some being more conservative than others
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(Lockwood, 2015b; Wasastjerna, 1957). “In chronological order of divergence, they were the
Apostolic Lutheran Church (often generally referred to as Laestadians), the Suomi Synod, the
Finnish National Evangelical Lutheran Church of America, and independent Finnish Lutheran
churches of America” (Kaunonen, 2009, p. 61). In time, some of the sects further fractured to the
point that several branches of a similar following might be present in a small area (Kaunonen,
2014). For example, in the early 1900s the small community of Pelkie, MI, had two Apostolic
Lutheran Churches and an Evangelical Lutheran Church (Holmio, 2001). Many of those who did
not worship joined together in Finn halls and were considered communists and radicals
(Lockwood, 2015b).
Both churches and halls provided venues for community interaction, including worship,
entertainment, sporting events, temperance activities, and Finnish cultural schools (Kaunonen,
2009). When public schools required teaching in the English language, churches and temperance
societies began conducting Finnish school sessions on weekends and in the summer (Holmio,
2001). According to Kaunonen, the Suomi Synod, which sought to maintain ties with the
national Church of Finland, established a theological seminary in Hancock, MI, that would
eventually offer secular courses and grow into Suomi College, the first Finnish institution of
higher learning in the United States (2009). Known today as Finlandia University, the school
maintains ties to the Evangelical Lutheran Church (“Our Finnish Heritage,” n.d.).
In addition to language and religious practices, Finnish immigrants brought with them a
culinary heritage. Food “is interwoven with a community’s identity, its growth and development,
its history of immigration and agricultural production and industrialization, and its balancing of
tradition with change” (Rahn, 2006, p. 33). During assimilation into the greater American
culture, Finnish immigrants adjusted traditional recipes as needed to incorporate readily available
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local ingredients. For example, used to baking with rye flour in Finland, Finnish women had to
adjust their bread recipes (and the bread consumers, their taste buds) to wheat flour, which was
more readily available in America (Nixon & Renken, 1979).
Over time, dishes considered ordinary in Finland became a means of cultural expression
when made in America (Lockwood, 2015a). According to Rahn (2006):
Food—remembering and re-creating it, growing it, marketing it, cooking it, eating
it—and sense of place are interconnected … Long after immigrants have adapted
their clothing, houses, occupations, an perhaps even languages to American ways,
their notions about old-country food and foodways endure(d) with the family and
in public and private events and celebrations. (p.33-34)
Thus, Finns in American who served pea soup on Thursdays were doing more than enjoying a
tasty meal, they were adhering to a tradition of serving the soup on that day of the week as
practiced in Finland (Lockwood, 2015a).
Expressions of traditional foods in stories and folklore reinforces the concept that food is
more than just something consumed; it reflects “the aesthetic domain of activities and practices
surrounding that stuff” (Long, 2009, p. 7). For example in the Finnish folktale, “The Men of the
Wallet,” a character sees a “savory Kala kukko, or a baked fish inside a huge loaf of rye bread”
(Bowman & Bianco, 1992, p. 18). It’s notable that the authors used the Finnish name of the dish,
as well as specified rye bread—both details likely to elicit strong cultural recognition in a
Finnish-born listener. Likewise, Finnish-Americans who could describe making and surviving
off “hunger bread” from birch tree bark during famines in Finland could reinforce why the
decision to emigrate from the Old Country was good idea.
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The insights provided by this history of Finnish immigration are seen in the following
descriptors: working class, hard-working, agrarian, opportunistic, driven, desperate, hopeful,
patriotic, literate, and devote; the kind of people for whom the United States would be fertile
ground. My mother’s grandparents on both sides found fertile ground, literally, when they
arrived in Michigan after emigrating from Finland around the turn of the 20th Century. There in
North Ironwood they farmed and worked with other Finns in the community to establish schools,
churches, and raise their children to pursue opportunities in the new country while not forgetting
the old. Since my research centers on one woman’s life experience, I will next explore key
elements of oral histories and relate that to the importance of interviewing women.
Oral Histories of Women
“Story is the language of experience … ” ~ Lisa Cron (2012, p. 8).
When I was a little girl my mother would tell me stories that occurred “back in the Olden
Days.” For me the term “Olden Days” was like a lens my mother held up that allowed us both to
look at something in the past. Finally I asked, “When exactly were the ‘Olden Days’?” She
laughed and explained that it was when she was a girl. In this project, I revisited the Olden Days
with my mother, this time deliberately capturing her stories by conducting an oral history. Not
only do I think Viola’s stories offer a colorful first-hand account of growing up in a FinnishAmerican household, but her stories offer another woman’s voice to existing historical materials.
Before I can address the value of oral history, especially a woman’s oral history, it would
be best to define it. According to Ritchie (2003), “Simply put, oral history collects memories and
personal commentaries of historical significance through recorded interviews” (p. 19). Basic as
that statement sounds I will further explain the key words/phrases Ritchie employs in the
following order to clarify my intent in this project: 1.) interviews; 2.) recorded; 3.) memories and
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personal commentaries; and 4.) historical significance.
I begin with interviews. One distinct difference between an interview and an oral history
interview is the standard of documentation and the intended use of the information gleaned from
the interview. The former can be a conversation; documentation is optional and intended purpose
can be limited to the specific need(s) of the interviewer. For example, when I worked as a
newspaper reporter I interviewed many people, took notes, wrote articles, and threw the notes
away. Oral history involves interviewing, but it is intended to be a “rigorous method for
documenting historical events, cultural practices, and the rituals of everyday life” (DaytonWood, Hammonds, Matherson & Tollison, 2012, p. 77). Oral historians should approach the
interview with intent and planning, and a sense of appreciation for what the interview subject is
offering.
Barber (2002) describes interviews as “gifts” received from their interview subjects,
which she calls narrators:
Collecting an oral history is inherently collaborative; it is based on the narrator’s
trust that the interviewer will listen carefully and not intentionally misinterpret
what is said and that the interviewer will care about and for the narrator’s history.
It consists of a nuanced and complicated relationship between the interviewer and
the narrator. (p. 1)
One relationship complication is the recognition that an oral history is going to outlive the
moment of the interview(s) and even the intended use by the interviewer, and be available for
posterity. Therefore, the interview needs to be recognized as a “significant experience” for the
interviewer, the interviewee and others who may use the materials in the future (Gluck, 1977, p.
5). The interview provides a first-hand account of key moments in history. They also give
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insights into the human-interest aspects of everyday life.
A second relationship complication is the subject being interviewed may convey
information indirectly or nonverbally, through voice inflections, gestures, or euphemisms. The
interviewer needs to be alert for such moments to ask a question differently or to ask for
clarification without alienating the subject, to help ensure information is understood correctly
(Gluck, 1977; Ritchie, 2003). Changes in the subject’s delivery should also be documented in the
transcript.
A third complication is interviewers risk distorting interviews by introducing their own
cultural assumptions and perspectives in the questions they ask and in their interpretation of the
information shared by the interview subject (Ritchie, 2003, p. 28). Interviewers can
unconsciously show their partiality to the subject’s responses through their facial expressions and
body language (Gluck, 1977, p. 6). Latvala (1999) further cautions that interviewers might only
be interested in the extraordinary: “Those seemingly trivial and banal incidents, or so to say
common everyday life, are often discarded by researchers who tend to look for exceptional and
vivid descriptions” (p. 65). Researchers may not value the information being shared at the time
of the interview or the value for future generations. This brings me to my next key phrase:
documentation.
By definition, oral histories must be documented: they must be audio or video recorded;
transcribed, indexed or processed in some way; and made available in a library or archive of
some type to be readily accessed by scholars and the general public. “By preserving the tapes
and transcripts of their interviews, oral historians seek to leave as complete, candid, and reliable
a record as possible” (Ritchie, 2003, p. 24).
The kinds of records created can be broken down into several general categories;
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however, oral history scholars label the categories differently. I use the descriptors of Gluck
(1977) who labels the categories topical, biographical, and autobiographical (p. 5). Topical
interviews focus on a specific experience or event; biographical interviews gather information
from various individuals on a specific person, such as a historical figure; and autobiographical
interviews exclusively cover the entire life history of the interviewee, with interview questions
tailored specifically to each individual’s experience (Gluck, 1977, p. 5). Gluck (1977) further
clarifies that “unlike a conventional autobiography, the so-called autobiographical oral history is
a collaborative effort of the interviewer (archivist/historian) and the interviewee (source/history)”
(p. 6). As the interviews I conducted with my mother focused on her early life, they fall into the
category of topical. “In reality, there is a great deal of overlapping among the three forms”
(Gluck, 1977, p. 5). Yet all three forms are made up of the next key phrase I will explore:
memories and personal commentaries.
Oral histories rely on memories and stories of the interview subject (Ritchie, 2003, p. 19).
These first-person accounts can provide vivid details about past events or lifestyles no longer in
practice, essentially “putting a face on history” for future scholars and others (Dayton-Wood et.
al., 2012, p. 78). When the different perspectives of interview subjects are taken together, oral
histories can form a rich picture of day-to-day life, much as scraps of fabric come together to
form a quilt (Gluck, 1983, p. 10).
But some scholars argue our perspectives are subjective and our memories may change or
fail over time. One would assume that if there is a trusting relationship between the oral historian
and the interview subject, the latter would communicate as honestly as possible. But even so,
memories are fallible. Barber and Dilg (2002) make the point “memory … is slippery and
malleable and can be manipulated in a way that is similar but also different from the written
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record” (p. 530). Later life experiences may change the way the subject recalls an event or
situation. Gluck (1977) suggests that as a matter of course “the usual questions about the
reliability of memory and the problem of retrospective interpretation must … be raised, as they
would be for any autobiographical account” (p. 5). The interviewer can likely ground truth
information such as names, dates, and locations with historical documents or interviews with
others, if such interviews are included in the study. At the very least interviewers should be
prepared to ask clarifying questions or reframe questions to confirm understanding. But in the
end there is no perfect solution to the issues of faulty memory and subjectivity. Dilg (2002)
states the “challenge is to respect the person’s story, which represents remembered moments,
while also considering other information that disputes or qualifies those memories” (p. 530). It
may rest with future historians to tease out facts.
The possibility that people in the future will access the oral history of my mother’s stories
leads me to, arguably, the most important key words of Ritchie’s oral history definition:
historical significance. “Today’s oral historians are doing the preliminary work of tomorrow’s
biographers and researchers …” (Ritchie, 2003, p. 46). Gluck (1977) takes it a step further to say
in her work of collecting oral histories from women “we are challenging the traditional concepts
of history, of what is ‘historically important,’ and we are affirming that our everyday lives are
history” (p. 3).
Newspaper stories, reports, and other written documents have long provided valuable
information for the historical record. These sources and consequently the resulting historical
record, have been assembled largely by men. According to Dilg (2002), “women’s activities
have been minimized or wholly excluded from written documents that traditionally constitute the
historical record” (p. 533). Armitage (1983) adds, “… in most large oral history collections—
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whether of American Indians, white pioneers, or others—women were usually a minority of
those interviewed” (p. 557). It’s time to add more women’s voices to history, my mother’s
among them.
Collecting and documenting personal interviews is a good vehicle for doing so according
to Osterud and Jones (1989):
“Oral history is especially well-suited to women’s history because it facilitates the
recovery of individual and collective agency … it illuminates the strategies
women have adopted to cope with their situation, and the ways they have come to
terms with, compensated for, and even challenged the limitations they faced. (p.
3)
Identity-political scholars would say their “ways of knowing and defining experience” are
different from men, but equally valuable (Somers, 1994, p. 610). Simply put, women’s lives are
different from men’s, even if they are living in similar circumstances. “Interviews allow women
to speak for themselves, to describe their situation, define their identity, and interpret the
meaning of their own lives” (Osterud & Jones, 1989, p. 2). Thus, we need to hear from women to
create a more complete historical record.
Osterud and Jones (1989) point out oral history is effective for “exploration of matters of
ideology—the conceptions people have of their own positions, the expectations they hold of
themselves and others, and the values and beliefs that define their lives” (p. 4). In other words,
when people can speak freely about their lives, how they articulate their experiences can indicate
where they stand on specific topics as well as their worldview. Creating a collection of oral
histories where individuals interviewed have a shared ethnicity, gender, and/or experience can
provide insights into that group of people.
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Summary
This literature review laid the foundation to conduct an oral history of Viola Nixon. It has
examined how the Finnish identity developed in northern Europe for centuries despite Swedish
and Russian rule. Thus, when the opportunity to declare independence presented itself, Finns
seized the moment. In the centuries prior to independence, the largely agrarian Finns faced many
challenges to merely survive, from working with poor soils to famines to persecution for their
farming practices. For many, such struggles at home made opportunities to work abroad more
appealing; thus, emigration is very much part of the Finnish experience.
Once abroad, Finns found themselves singled out as odd or seeking community with
other Finns due to language barriers and other cultural practices. The reason for their social
isolation or need to band together—their Finnish-ness—became a source of pride for community
members. My study captures the impressions of a second- and third-generation FinnishAmerican woman who had a foot in both the Finnish and American worlds. It preserves a rich,
first-person account that contributes to America’s immigration story. In the next section, I will
address the constructivist paradigm and narrative analysis that I used in this study, including how
I collected and analyzed my data.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
“Our lives are ceaselessly intertwined with narrative, with the stories that we tell and hear told,
with the stories that we dream or imagine or would like to tell.” ~ Donald E. Polkinghorne (1988,
p. 160).
According to Creswell (2007), qualitative research involves the process of research
flowing from philosophical assumptions to worldviews and through a theoretical lens to
procedures used in the study. In this section, I describe how I situated the study within the
constructivist paradigm. I then explain narrative, how I applied narrative analysis as a research
methodology and conducted oral history interviews. I also introduce the narrator and finish by
addressing ethical considerations.
Constructivist Paradigm
The purpose of this qualitative study is to use the remembered experiences of one woman
to explore the influences of community and family on children growing up in a FinnishAmerican community in Michigan in the 1930s and 40s. While the narrator may not recall facts
accurately, there are no right or wrong memories, simply recollections filtered through about 80
years of experience. Thus, I identified a paradigm that acknowledged there could be no single
objective reality: constructivist. According to Creswell (2007), with the constructivist
worldview, as people seek to make sense of the world in which they live, they develop their own
meanings for their life experiences. In describing the ontology for constructivism, Guba, Lincoln,
and Lynham (2011) write, “…we construct knowledge through our lived experiences and
through our interactions with other members of society” (p. 103). However, being at the same
place at the same time will not result in identical knowledge or meaning for two different people.
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According to Ertmer and Newby (1993):
Since there are many possible meanings to glean from any experience, we cannot
achieve a predetermined, “correct” meaning. Learners do not transfer knowledge
from the external world into their memories; rather they build personal
interpretations of the world based on individual experiences and interactions. (p.
55)
Essentially, what we take away from an experience in the form of a memory is influenced by—
filtered through—our past experiences. Later experiences can further filter and change that initial
memory. There is no “correct” version of reality.
Constructivism also acknowledges the researcher exerts influence on the study by
interacting with the subject and in the interpretation of data. “Objectivity … is rejected as a
possibility when inquirer and research participants act together to co-create knowledge and
create a new, shared reality (Lincoln & Guba, 2013, p. 41). As researchers, we choose the
models and concepts we will use, which in turn emphasize certain structures and meanings
(Gertsen & Søderberg, 2011, p. 791). Social constructionists Berger and Luckmann (1966)
postulate that we come to each face-to-face interaction with certain filters—“typificatory
schemes”—in place that influence our expectations and guide our behaviors (p. 45). The obvious
typificatory schemes in my interviews are that I asked questions of my narrator, Viola Nixon,
who is my mother; Viola responded to me, her daughter. My filters influenced my inquiry, e.g. I
did not ask “get to know you” questions, so may have missed opportunities for new revelations.
Likewise, Viola may have self-edited her answers for a variety of reasons, such as overlooking
some information because she thought I already knew it or she did not want to talk about
something embarrassing or introduce me to skeletons in the family closet.
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Potential skeleton’s aside, Viola’s memories as articulated in the interviews are the
product of her life experiences. Her siblings, raised in the same house and doing the same
activities would have different memories, equally valid. I placed what I heard in Viola’s
interviews within the construct of my memories and experiences. In turn, this influenced the
stories I created from her interviews. Listeners will hear me tell these stories through their own
filters. What I value in the constructivist paradigm is it respects the narrator’s right to her own
perspective. It also allows the listeners to integrate the stories into their own experiences to find
meaning. It provides the opportunity to cultivate a shared understanding and foster empathy.
Next I will address how stories play into narrative and how narrative analysis reveals how people
create meaning in their lives.
Narrative Analysis
Fundamental to this study is the idea much can be learned about a person’s narrative by
listening to her stories. Yet, the terms “narrative” and “story” are often used interchangeably and
can serve different purposes depending on the researcher and discipline. Therefore, it is
important to clarify the definitions and distinctions I make between the two terms for this study. I
would first like to address the definition of narrative.
According to Polkinghorne (1991), “Narrative is the cognitive process that gives meaning
to temporal events by identifying them as part of a plot” (p. 136). Our narrative shapes how we
choose to exist in a specific way (Polkinghorne, 1988). As we have experiences, we find patterns
or connections between those experiences that fit into a bigger context or worldview. That we
continue to interpret experiences and connections in a similar fashion sustains our narrative. Put
slightly differently, Labov (2001) describes narrative as “one of the many ways of reporting past
events that have entered into the biography of the narrator” (p. 1). Thus, narrative is the resulting
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mindset from how we have interpreted past events and it guides our future outlook until
something comes along to change it.
This effort to make sense of the world through narrative is common ground for all human
beings. Barthes and Duisit (1975) state: “Narrative starts with the very history of mankind; there
is not, there has never been anywhere, any people without narrative” (p. 237). This implies our
ability to shape narratives is innate. Instinctually, we process both internal and external
influences that support our individual narratives. When an experience doesn’t “fit” we either
reject it or we accept it, as well as how it alters our narrative. Bruner (1991) expands on what
influences our narratives: “Narrative is a conventional form, transmitted culturally and
constrained by each individual’s levels of mastery and by his conglomerate of prosthetic devices,
colleagues, and mentors” (p. 4).
Stories are something different. Stories are the smaller units of experiences that relate to
one another in a discernable story line (Gordon, McKibben, Vasudevan, & Vinz, 2007). That
discernable story line—or “plot”—is the difference between a series of events and circumstances
that merely occur versus those that contribute to a schematic whole (Polkinghorne, 1988).
Gerald Prince suggested at minimum a story requires three ingredients: an initial
situation, an action or event, and an outcome (as cited in Herman & Vervaeck, 2005, p. 13).
Carter (1993) offered, “Stories consist … of events, characters and settings arranged in a
temporal sequence implying both causality and significance (p. 6). Polkinghorne (1991) offered a
more expansive description of what story elements might be present and how they work together:
A story sequence begins with a setting in which the narrator introduces the
characters, the location, and the time in which the story takes place … the story
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proceeds with one or more episodes, each of which has a beginning and
development. (p. 139)
A well-formed story concludes by showing how all the episodes or events, as well as the
meaning of those events, relate to one another in support of the plot.
Through stories, narrative shows both the interconnectedness and significance of what
might appear to be random activities (Polkinghorne, 1988). They are the way we as individuals,
members of organizations, and societies understand the world. Hatch (2003) explains the
significance of stories to human society:
Narrative ways of knowing are expressed in the stories humans tell to give
meaning to their own experiences; it’s the storied knowledge that is stored in
human memory and travels unsystematically across groups and from generation to
generation. (p. 16)
The words used and how a story is shaped tell a researcher much about the narrator and the
narrative. For example, word choice can reveal a narrator’s education level, personal biases, and
whether or not English is their native tongue. Likewise, a narrator who can tell a story about
losing 100 dollars with humor may have a very different personal narrative from one tells a
similar story with despair. Through narrative analysis, or analysis of the narrative, the researcher
can interpret those meanings. Narrative analysis can take many forms and be performed on many
levels. For the purpose of this study, I would like to briefly explore a few approaches that
informed how I decided to work with my data.
Narrative can be analyzed on a fundamental linguistic level, as in the work of Labov and
Waletzky. They theorized understanding complex narratives requires breaking them down to
their most fundamental narrative structures—clauses—to analyze how each contributes to the
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story being told (Labov & Waletzky, 1966). Similarly, Barthes (1975) advocated analysis of
story structural levels, including those of functions, actions and processes. He proposed the “soul
of any function is … its seedlike quality, which enables the function to inseminate the narrative
with an element that will later come to maturity …” (p. 244). These two approaches deconstruct
the narrative into its parts. As I was more interested in working with meanings in the stories of
my narrator, such micro-analytic approaches focused on linguistic function did not suit my study.
Categorizing phrases used in stories is another approach to narrative analysis. It is still
rooted in linguistics, but not focused on the most basic units. In her work with school children,
Shiro (2003) examined the use of evaluative language by children in fictional and personal
stories. The goals of her study were different than mine, but her categories of emotion, cognition,
perception, physical state, intention, relation and reported speech would capture some of the
color and flavor of the narrators’ responses. This approach could be effective in analyzing oral
histories to identify the narrative(s) of a select group. As with the work of Labov and Waletzky,
this approach does not fully address the meanings of events and ideas present in my mother’s
stories—in other words, her plots.
Serving as an organizing theme, “… plot functions to transform a chronicle or listing of
events into a schematic whole by highlighting and recognizing the contribution that certain
events make to the development and outcome of the story” (Polkinghorne, 1988, pp. 18-19).
More than just chronological organization, a plot brings together relevant connections so that a
“plot driven narrative represents meaningfully related events” (Herman & Vervaeck, 2001. p.
13). Given these functions of plot, I decided to identify thematic events in my mother’s
interviews, and then work with those thematic elements to create new stories.
The process of reorganizing story elements into a new framework is also a form of
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narrative analysis. Creswell (2007) defined this as “restorying,” during which the researcher
provides causal links between ideas (p. 56). Working with my interview material, I could use
artistic discretion in choosing how to organize the story elements. However, mere assembly did
not necessarily make a story or qualify as narrative analysis: the resulting story line needed to
make sense (Czarniawska, 2004). It also needed to explore the themes that emerged during the
process of assembling the data (Creswell, 2007). How I did this with my data is articulated in the
next section.
Data Collection
For this study, I conducted four oral history interviews with my mother to record her
stories. The interviews were spread out over a week and a half, which offered two benefits: it
allowed me to interview Viola when she had a good energy level and to stop the interview when
she tired; and time between the interviews allowed her to recall additional information. The
interviews varied in length, as on some days the conversation seemed to flow better between us.
We sat at the dining room table in the five-bedroom, two-story house my family moved into in
1972, and where my mother still lives alone. Between us on the table was a small handheld
digital audio recorder. We had some books about the Finnish experience on the table, as well as a
few photographs to trigger memories to spur conversation.
The interviews were semi-structured. I created a list of questions that represented the
topics I wanted to cover with her (see Appendix A). I did not work through the list formally, as I
wanted the interviews to be more conversational. I allowed her to respond to my questions, and
then often asked a series of follow up questions or offered prompts in an attempt to get
clarification on statements or to elicit more information. Close to four hours of interviews were
recorded.
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My first step in analyzing the interviews was to transcribe them. For the sake of time, I
hired a transcriptionist. After I received the almost 120 pages of the transcribed conversations, I
asked my mother to help me correct the spelling of Finnish words and names. I also confirmed
some name spellings using resources at http://mattsonworks.com, which offers links to historic
directories from the North Ironwood area. I then listened to the interviews, corrected mistakes,
and marked the transcript using a simplified version of transcription markings developed by Gail
Jefferson (Wood & Kroger, 2000). Jefferson’s symbols, brackets, dashes, etc. illuminate
inflection, pauses and other aspects of the oral interview in the written transcript (Jefferson,
2004, p. 20) (see Appendix D).
Data Analysis
In the process of conducting the interviews and working with the transcript, I was
concerned that my mother had not shared any lengthy stories. Initially, I hoped she would share
long, elaborate stories based on her real-life experiences. However, her answers were often
vignettes and descriptions of vivid memories, rather than robust stories with sequential episodes
and a beginning, middle and end. I wondered how I was going to assemble stories from such plot
fragments.
Listening to the interviews and re-reading the transcript, the following topics stood out to
me as potential story threads: the function of church activities in the community, family
dynamics, the Finnish language, education, and work—including both day-to-day chores and
career employment. I analyzed the interviews, noting sections that referenced the following
categories: family, language, education, work, and church.
After breaking down the interview information by category, I began to consider how I
could use pieces of my mother’s stories to create my own stories. Polkinghorne (1988) notes that
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researchers bring to interviews experience with a wide range of plots that can be used in
organizing events into stories that make sense (p. 167). I considered different plots that would
result in stories that addressed my research question. My plots needed to include some kind of
development for the main character that involved conflict or challenges, climax, and resolution
(Larocque, 2011). My character needed to change. Without the plot and character development,
the story would just be a string of events with no clear purpose for being.
The more I worked with the interviews, the more I realized that the interviews alone
didn’t provide me with enough information. I sought additional sources to help inform my
stories. One source that proved very helpful both in providing specifics, as well as structure to
my stories is a cookbook of Finnish-American recipes. The other was my experience while
accompanying my mother on a trip to the Midwest in the summer of 2016. I will explain how
each contributed to this study starting with the cookbook.
In the 1970s my mother and her sister, Arlene, wrote and published a book of FinnishAmerican recipes. Nixon and Renken (1978) write in the acknowledgements section of FinnishAmerican Folk Recipes:
The planning and research … caused us to delve deeply into the unique heritage
we possess through our Finnish ancestry. A portion of that heritage is recorded in
these pages and provides a glimpse into an aspect of the human story, which
pervades the making of our nation. (p. 6)
The book is 61 pages in length and features a brief history of Finns in America, information on
food preservation, and recipes for main dishes, side dishes, desserts, snacks and beverages;
recipes collected from unnamed old Finnish-American cookbooks and special dishes for children
and invalids. Additional text includes brief remembrances by individuals about certain dishes
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and quotes from the Finnish national epic, The Kalevala. An artist, Renken created wood block
prints to illustrate the cover and inside pages. In the Finnish history section, Nixon and Renken
(1978) wrote:
Remembered are many joyous family festivities, from the Fourth of July picnics
at Lake Superior to the traditional Finnish St. John’s Day celebration in June;
Saturday night sauna gatherings of the clan; outdoor church meetings in the shade
of the orchard trees; haying time and threshing time and, at summer’s end, the
annual county fair. (p. 10)
That some of the activities mentioned in the above paragraph were recounted in my mother’s
interviews and knowing my mother was at the heart of collecting, testing and publishing these
recipes made information in the book feel like an extension of my mother’s interviews. My
mother did mention specific foods in her interviews, like cake. The cookbook provided me a
variety of cakes and recipes that I could include in my stories.
The second source of additional information for stories was my personal experience
traveling with my mother from Washington State to Minnesota, Michigan and Wisconsin in July
2016 to visit relatives. It is the first time she had been back in over three decades. We spent
almost a week visiting venues significant in her childhood, talking with family members, and
looking through scrapbooks and photo albums. This visit proved helpful to me, as I could refamiliarize myself with my extended family and its lore. It helped me formulate questions and
better understand my mother’s answers, such as actually seeing the distance and terrain she
describes walking to her grandmother’s house.
Visiting the log house she grew up in was very powerful for me. The house is no longer
in the family. The current owners, who happened to be in the yard when we pulled up in the car,
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allowed us to look around the outside, but not go inside. My grandfather built the sturdy, twostory house in the mid-1930s on land he owned about ten miles down the road; my grandmother
had it moved to the current location to be closer to her parents after her husband became ill with
a terminal brain tumor. As the photos in Appendix C illustrate, the cabin logs were squared off
and the corners tightly dovetailed, which struck me as a perfect metaphor for family and life in
that small Finnish-American community. As we stood outside, my mother described what the
house was like inside, where the stairs to the second floor were, and how her mother and the
children all slept upstairs in a big open space. I could picture it all. Timing for our visit was
fortuitous, as the current owners said that they intend to disassemble the house to repurpose the
logs. This house, the land, and the community shaped my mother, the narrator for this study.
With renewed knowledge of the landscape and family members, the cookbook, and my mother’s
interviews, I felt well equipped to create stories from my data. Before sharing my stories,
however, it is important to introduce the narrator central to this effort.
Narrator
My mother is 86 years old. In the past year and a half she has experienced physical
decline. She now walks with a cane and must stop frequently to catch her breath. She tires more
easily and has decided to stop doing a number of activities that she used to do regularly. Yet, she
still has that Finnish inner strength, called sisu, and insists on cleaning the house to a certain
level before her housekeeper comes over.
She is mentally vigorous and continues to be a voracious reader. She works in her church
library and is on the board of a nonprofit that helps find housing for developmentally disabled
adults. Until recently, she volunteered as a docent at a local fine art center. One area in which she
has maintained a high level of interest is staying in touch with her siblings about their family
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history, especially old documents and photos, and various things Finnish. For example, there are
few programs she would drive two-and-a-half hours one-way to see. But in December of 2015,
she traveled with me for five hours round-trip to Tacoma, WA, for a program of songs and
stories from The Kalevala, the Finnish national epic, the title of which translates to “The Land of
Heroes” (Livo & Livo, 1999, p. 5).
She is the second of four children born to her parents, Otto and Hanna Spetz. Her sister,
Arlene, is 17 months older than my mother. Her brother William (Bill), and sister, Edith, are two
and four years younger respectively. They are all still alive at this writing. Otto suffered from a
brain tumor, which required his institutionalization before his eventual death. Hanna raised the
children alone, remarrying a Finnish man from Ironwood when Viola was in junior college. She
died several months after I was born.
My mother earned a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Minnesota. On a postgraduation trip to western Canada to visit cousins, she met my Canadian father who was in
medical school in Vancouver, British Columbia. My mother landed a job teaching in the Seattle
area and the two maintained a long-distance courtship before marrying in 1957. My mother quit
teaching to raise five children, as my father’s career took them to the British Columbia Interior,
Minnesota, and eventually Washington State. I am the middle child with two older brothers and a
younger brother and sister. When my father died in a plane crash I was 15 and my mother was in
her late 40s, she returned to teaching grade school. She retired at age 70.
As far back as I can remember, their Finnish heritage has been an active topic between
my mother and her siblings. They often exchanged information in letters and occasionally shared
books about Finnish-related topics. My mother has many old family photographs; some of which
have names and dates written on the back or in the margins of photo albums. She also has copies
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of various family documents, such as immigration papers and short journals that contain
pertinent family history. Her sister, Arlene, completed her doctoral dissertation in the art of
making Finnish rag rugs. Her sister, Edith, makes rag rugs on a Finnish loom. Uncle Bill
formally studied Finnish in his later years to keep his language skills sharp. I remember when
Bill and his wife visited us once my mother and Bill conversed in Finnish.
Using my mother’s stories—which are also my family stories—to inform this study added
a significant layer of meaning to this work. I wanted my narrator to feel respected and have
confidence in how I used her data. The fact that my narrator is my mother added another layer of
responsibility to accomplish those goals. I outline my ethical considerations in the next section.
Ethical Considerations
Researchers must be sensitive to ethical considerations through all phases of the research
process (Creswell, 2007). According to Sikes (2010), “researchers who write about lives … need
to be aware of the possible repercussions that doing so can have for them” (p. 19). Prior to
commencing my interviews, I asked my mother to sign a consent form. This seemed oddly
formal, but as I would be recording the interviews for a research project and creating stories that
I might perform for years, it is important that she understand what may happen to the
information she decided to share.
It was essential that my mother understood that her participation was voluntary and she
did not need to share information that she is uncomfortable sharing. If she was uncomfortable
about any information she gave in the interview, I wanted her to know she could tell me to
exclude it from the transcripts, recordings, and my stories. She could also ask that identifying
information be removed or altered to preserve confidentiality.
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To avoid misrepresenting her life and stories, I chose to use fictional names in the stories
I created and in their performance. If necessary, I will clarify for the audience the stories are not
biographical, but are informed by stories from my mother’s life, additional sources, as well as
my own experiences.
The consent form addresses there are no known risks to her participation in the study and
the benefits would include her family having more complete documentation of her life, which
will be of interest to generations to come (see Appendix B).
Summary
This chapter began with the justification for the constructivist paradigm and its
appropriateness to this study. I then explained how narrative differs from story, which is central
to understanding narrative analysis. I explained how I collected my narrative data and justified
why I selected a thematic (as opposed to the linguistic) approach to my data analysis. I also
provided an introduction to my narrator and noted ethical considerations, including steps I have
taken to guard against misinterpretation of my mother’s shared experiences. The next chapter
consists of my three stories. Chapter Five will analyze and discuss how I created the stories, and
articulate next steps for future researchers.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
In this chapter I offer three stories I created based on my narrative analysis of my oral
history interviews. Many elements of the stories are taken directly from the oral history
interviews I conducted with my narrator, Viola Nixon. The settings and storylines are
prefabricated so I could use the stories to illustrate conclusions I have drawn about my research
question. Through these stories—the descriptions, the behaviors of the characters and the way
they interact—I seek to illustrate the kinds of familial and community dynamics that influenced
children growing up in a Finnish-American community in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula between
1930 and 1950. The artistic decision to use food and food preparation as a structural device in the
stories further sheds light on the role of women in Finnish farm communities, while providing
insights to the Finnish-American culture through diet. These stories involve a fictional character
named Violet Leppanen, who is of a similar age and background as my mother. In Chapter Five,
I explain in detail how I developed the stories using interviews and other materials.
The Stories: Growing up Finn
Of Coffee Cake and Communists
My name is Violet Leppanen. I’m a second-generation Finnish-American on my father’s
side and third-generation on my mother’s side. I was born in 1930 on Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula. Yes, I’m a Yooper and once a Yooper, always a Yooper.
Earlier this week I was headed to a meeting. It was my turn to bring a treat, so I made a
coffee cake. To this day, I cannot smell coffee cake baking in the oven without thinking of
church and Sylvia Stoop. Coffee cake was the dessert my mother always brought to church as
part of the after-service coffee time. Butter, sugar, eggs, cream, flour, soda, cinnamon and just a
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smidge of cardamom seed. Mix and bake at 350 degrees for about an hour. The smell of that
cake baking in the oven would fill our house every Sunday morning.
I remember one summer Sunday—I must have been about seven or eight—Mom pulled
the coffee cake out of the oven, covered it with cheesecloth and we all crowded into the Model A
Ford to drive to church. My mom was behind the steering wheel, my older sister beside her in
front holding the coffee cake, and my brother, younger sister and I were crammed in the back
seat. We rolled down the windows so we could feel the breeze on that hot, still summer morning.
The car wheels kicked up a trail of dust that took minutes to settle.
We arrived at church and parked along the road with the other cars. We kids slithered out
of the sticky seats and ran across the yard, up the stairs, and into the sanctuary. Mom took the
cake down into the basement for afterwards.
Our church was small, painted gray and white, with a tall, narrow steeple. We called it
“our” church because the local Finnish farmers built it themselves. They didn’t want to go all the
way into Ironwood for services each Sunday. St. John’s Lutheran Church opened its doors in
1930, the year I was born. As I walked up the center aisle, I ran my finger along the curlicue
carved on the top of each pew. I liked the way my finger fit perfectly in the smooth groove of the
dark wood. My mom had said Mr. Seppala carved every one. He used to work on ships, she said,
as a carpenter.
When I got to the first pew I joined my cousins and other kids in the community there in
front, lined up like birds sitting on a wire. We girls in our dresses and boys in their jackets and
ties.
There was no barrier in front of the front pew, so we were completely exposed to the
watchful eyes of the pastor and the organist, Mrs. Jarvis, who sat at the Sears and Roebuck organ
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up front facing the congregation. As we sang our first hymn, Mrs. Jarvis attacked the organ keys
as if she were trying to keep demons down with her fingertips. After the hymn, when we all sat
down, she sat with her eyes fixed on us children in the front. She had one eye that wandered
slightly, but her fixed eye had the power to stop a child mid-gesture. I was swinging my legs
from the knee down when I made eye contact with Mrs. Jarvis. My body froze. Suddenly
conscious of my illicit movement, I slowly lowered my shins to vertical and remained still.
In the front pew we were also exposed to the full blast of the pastor’s sermon. He leaned
over the edge of the pulpit, left arm holding on to the railing, right arm outstretched for
emphasis; his face turning red and his neck veins popping as he spoke of hell, hell and more hell.
It reminded me of being on the shores of Lake Superior during a winter storm before the lake had
frozen over, my face lashed by the icy winds and waves pounding the shore.
He spoke in Finnish, to the approval of the older people of the congregation. We kids
spoke some Finnish, but we were the generation that was crossing over to English. From the
sermon, we understood about hell, hell and more hell, but some of the subtler messages were lost
on us.
At last after the offering and final hymn, we were released and we all headed to the
basement for cake and coffee for the adults. I grabbed a cookie, then ran outside to play with the
other kids in the yard around the church.
Outside, Sylvia Stoop shouted, “Who wants to play ‘Let’s Run Away from the Witch’?”
We kids scattered across the church lawn; the game was on. Sylvia was three or four years older
than I was, so she was maybe in sixth grade. She had shoulder length, curly black hair and a
harelip. And we all knew she wasn’t vaccinated. Whenever the topic came up at socials or school
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events, her mother would say loudly, “I don’t see how my children will get better from injecting
them with cow pee.”
The running-away-from-the-witch game was Sylvia’s invention. She was always the
witch. She chased us around the yard, her arms raised high. I squealed as she got close and
squealed even louder when she touched me in the middle of my back. “Gotcha!” she said, then
turned and ran after other kids.
She was just zeroing in on my cousin, Martin, when she abruptly stopped running. She
stood staring at the road. I looked over and there was a man walking down the road. He was tall
and thin. He was wearing working clothes, boots, and a hat with a wide brim. He had a scraggly
dark beard. The man smiled and nodded at us, but we just stared back, watching him until he
passed the church.
Sylvia said in a loud whisper, “My mom says he’s a communist.”
I asked, “What’s a communist?”
Sylvia responded with authority: “Communists are Russians. They are trying to take over
Finland. They don’t go to church, so they are all going to hell.” It was the first time I heard the
word “communist.” Sylvia’s description made me suck in my breath.
I asked, “Well if he wants to take over Finland, what is he doing here?”
Sylvia answered definitively, “Spying.”
We stared after the man until he disappeared from view, half expecting him to burst into
flames or drop through the surface of the road down into hell—right before our very eyes. (I
would later learn the man we stared at was NOT a communist, but rather a local eccentric named
George Trifle. He enjoyed walking from his remote cabin to town and back.)
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In time, I did learn that the family over in Junette Siding that ran a general store were
self-declared communists. I went to the store with my mom and she told me to wait in the car
while she went inside. There was a huge red flag with a sickle and hammer fluttering on the
store’s front porch. I didn’t recognize it. I said, “Mom, what’s that flag?” She said we’ll talk
about it at home. My mom ran into that store and was out in jiffy. She didn’t want to linger, as if
communism was something you could catch.
That night she told me about Russians and communists and how having Russia as a
neighbor made our relatives back in Finland nervous. (When I think of that talk now, I laugh.
How many parents have a sit-down talk with their daughters about communism? It was like the
Finnish version of the “birds and the bees” talk.)
Well, time passed.
When I was in junior high I heard that Sylvia Stoop married Henry Rohola’s youngest
son, Matti. I don’t think she even finished high school. And then, they up and moved to Russia!
It was after a communist recruiter stood on the steps of that communist family’s store and the
local farmers gathered around to listen and ask questions and heckle. The recruiter shouted over
everyone about the opportunities to work in the Siberian woods and help Stalin develop industry,
so everyone would prosper. I guess that really struck a chord with Matti because he was the
youngest of three boys. There was no way he was going to inherit his father’s farm, or even part
of it. Next thing you know, Matti and Sylvia moved to Russia. Uncle Toivo later told me
afterwards he asked the recruiter, “Do you really believe that?” The man said, “Heck no, I get a
dollar for each head I send over there.”
We heard nothing from Sylvia and Matti for years and years. I moved away for a
teaching job. But one day when I was in my late twenties, I was back visiting my mother. It was
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Sunday, so that morning we made a coffee cake. Actually, she sat and watched me as I made the
cake following her recipe, which I knew by heart.
“If you make it right, it will stay moist a long time,” Mom said, as I slid the cake into the
oven.
When we arrived at church, I carried the cake into the basement and placed it with the
other baked goods on the table. I sat with my mother in the small sanctuary for the service, but
not in the first pew. Throughout the sermon, I ran my finger along the curlicue groove of our
pew. I counted only two kids about grade school age in the whole congregation. They sat with
their parents. The pastor spoke calmly in clear, crisp English. I understood every word.
After the service, we were in the basement. I pulled the waxed paper off our coffee cake.
Coffee perked in the big, silver pot. Church coffee—my Uncle Toivo would say, “What you
don’t drink you can use to tar the road.” Still, that coffee smelled so good.
A slim woman with silver hair had her back to me. When she turned, I saw the harelip
and realized I was looking at Sylvia. Her face was very thin and the prematurely silver hair made
her look much older. She recognized me and greeted me with bright eyes saying, “Want to play,
‘Let’s Run Away from the Witch’?”
I laughed: “Only if I get to be ‘it’.”
We made awkward small talk.
I said that it was nice to have the service in English and the minister didn’t seem to dwell
so much on hell. Sylvia laughed and said that when her mother learned the services were
switching from Finnish to English she declared, “All holiness had gone out of the language.”
Sylvia asked where I was living, and I explained how I had a teaching job on the West
Coast, near Seattle. I asked Sylvia, “Are you back now, for good, from Russia?”
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She opened her eyes wide, “Oh yes. We’ve been back a couple of years.”
Then, I had to ask: “Why did you go? I remember you being so suspicious of
communists—and that was before I even knew what a communist really was.”
Sylvia shrugged. “Matti got swept up in the ‘working together for the good of all’ thing,”
she said. “At first it seemed great. We built a little cabin. We worked in the woods. Then the
food got scarce. We became very good at starving. But we are the lucky ones. We got out.”
Sylvia cut a large square of my coffee cake. She gestured around the room with her fork:
“After Russia, this … this is like a fairyland.” She took a forkful of coffeecake into her mouth.
She said, “This coffeecake is so-o-o-o rich.”
Lutefisk
Not long ago I was stuck in traffic. As we moved along at a snail’s pace, I was looking
around and I spotted a bumper sticker that made me smile. It said: “When lutefisk is outlawed,
only outlaws will have lutefisk.”
Lutefisk is one of those legendary ethnic foods, like haggis or head cheese: it sounds kind
of reasonable until you hear about the ingredients. When I first heard about haggis, I asked, “You
stuff what into a sheep’s stomach?” Or when my grandmother made head cheese, I said, “Wait,
it’s a meat jelly?”
Lutefisk is cod fish soaked in lye. Though my family heritage is Finnish, lutefisk is a
Nordic thing. We had it every Christmas when I was growing up on the U.P. Back then, it was
THE delicacy. In fact, I remember that one Christmas when Uncle Reino came back, he declared
that he didn’t miss us at all. What he missed was the lutefisk.
That year, my mother had ordered the lutefisk weeks in advance, per usual. It came in
great big dried gray sheets—you could hardly tell it was a fish. When it arrived, we pulled out a
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large wooden tub and half filled it with a lye solution. Then, we twisted up this hard, dry fish to
push it down into the liquid. It was like wrestling with frozen, long underwear.
Mom said, “I don’t think it’s going to fit. We just won’t have enough.” And that made me
work all the harder to get it down into that alkali bath. Afterwards, with all the fish soaking, I felt
like I had saved the day.
We watched the fish for days and, sure enough, the flesh began to plump up, so it actually
looked like fish. But we couldn’t eat it like that. We had to get the lye out. So, we drained the lye
mixture and soaked the fish in water for maybe a week. We had to change the water every day
until all the lye was gone.
Oh, that pungent aroma of lye—it hung in the air of the house for weeks. Finally, when
all the lye was soaked out, the fish was ready for cooking for Christmas dinner.
A lot needed to happen before that dinner, not just soaking the fish. My mom would not
celebrate Christmas without a clean house. In the days leading up to Christmas, she gave my
brother, sisters and me buckets of hot soapy water and cleaning rags, and made us clean the
inside of the house like crazy. You’ve never seen more motivated elves at work. We scrubbed
that house from top to bottom because only after Mom declared the house acceptable could we
go out to get the tree.
We put on our jackets, and pulled on the woolen mittens and hats that Mom made. I
slipped my feet into my hand-me-down boots—they had been Eileen’s the year before. (I hated
wearing her hand-me-downs.) Mom shooed us out of the house. With that first step outside into
the biting cold, I did a quick stomp and pulled my jacket tighter around me. I don’t recall Mom
ever coming with us as we trudged out into the snow to get our tree once we got old enough to
do it ourselves.
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We’d have picked it out—the perfect tree—in the summer already. Once at our tree, we
stomped down the snow around the base so my brother could get at the trunk with the saw. After
the tree fell over, we dragged it home. Mom helped us work it into the stand and we put it up in
the corner of the downstairs room. Then she gave us strands of tinsel to hang on the tree. I took
each strip and hung it so deliberately from each bough. Tinsel: that was all we had for
decorations—all we could afford for decorations. But we each got to hang so many strands we
didn’t feel deprived. Mom saved the strips of tinsel from year to year.
After we decorated the tree, we all put on our coats and boots and hats again, and walked
across the field to Grandma and Grandpa’s farm for Christmas Eve. Their house was packed with
uncles and aunts and cousins. My uncles were sitting on the benches along the wall of the
kitchen; burly men sitting shoulder to shoulder drinking coffee talking about farming. Grandma
sat in a big chair by the tree asking us in Finnish to get her things, so she could relax. That is
about the only time I ever saw her sit down for more than two seconds.
We kids were all sitting on the floor around the Christmas tree, amazed that Grandma
decorated her tree with burning candles. Next thing you know, a figure burst into the room. The
adults cheered, but we kids didn’t know what was happening. The man was all woolly and
wearing a Santa Claus mask. He had a green duffle bag on his shoulder. He came over to us kids.
He reached into a green bag and pulled out a bag of candy for each of us.
When he finally took his mask off, we could see it was Uncle Reino—my mother’s
brother—back from the Air Force. He had turned his wooly flight suit inside out for the ruse. All
of the adults must have known that Uncle Reino was around, but I hadn’t seen him in years
because he had run away from Grandpa.
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My grandpa, Reino’s father, owned 80 acres of good farmland. He raised wheat and corn;
some hay. He had some cows and sold milk in town. You’ve heard the phrase that every man is
king of his castle? Well, on the U.P. every farmer had a little fiefdom.
When Reino and my mother were young, Grandpa had an epiphany. I don’t know if he
saw God, but he declared that other than milking the cows you couldn’t do any work from 6 p.m.
on Saturday night to 6 p.m. on Sunday night. That was holy time.
But not everyone felt the same way, especially the communists. They held dances every
Saturday night at the local Finn Hall. One Saturday night when he was a teenager, Reino
managed to slip away from the farm driving Grandpa’s truck headed for the dance. I think he
liked a girl who was going to be there. I think he even drank at the dance, and driving home he
wound up in the ditch with Grandpa’s truck getting pretty bunged up. Reino was so scared of
Grandpa that he decided to hop a freight train that night. He just disappeared.
For a few years we didn’t know where he was. My mother would sing that hymn: “Where
is my wandering boy tonight …” and she’d cry. Reino finally wrote a letter and we learned that
he had gone to California and joined the military.
Well that year, Grandma said enough was enough. She wrote him and said she wanted
him home for Christmas. He’d taken the bus. It was long trip, but he’d arrived earlier in the day.
He moved around the room talking to everyone like he’d never been gone. Grandma followed
him with her eyes, a peaceful look on her face. I saw Uncle Reino pour a cup of coffee and hand
it to my grandpa. Grandpa looked him in the eye, nodded, and turned away. And then Reino
smiled the nicest smile. He had wonderful white teeth.
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When it got late, we said our goodbyes, bundled up and walked home. It was one of those
clear cold nights and the sky was full of stars. When we got home we found that Santa had been
to our house! We had to wait until morning to open our presents.
On Christmas Day, Uncle Reino came over for dinner. Finally, it was time to cook the
lutefisk. It was a big moment as we transferred the fish from the barrel to the big kettle. My mom
watched it carefully as it boiled. Boil it too long and it would turn to mush. In addition to the
fish, we had boiled potatoes, cream onions and green peas. With salt and pepper and homechurned butter … and Uncle Reino, our meal was complete. Uncle Reino declared it was the best
lutefisk he had ever had, even better than Grandma’s. That’s when he said with a straight face
that he didn’t miss us at all when he was away, just the fish. I sucked in my breath. Then he
broke into a smile, looked at my mom, and the two laughed gently.
I am now married with children of my own. I think my family’s legacy of lutefisk
consumption stops at me. I tried to serve lutefisk to my family once when the children were
young. The fish came pre-soaked. I didn’t have to go through all the elaborate process. But the
pale fish was too gelatinous for them. They pushed that fish around on their plates like it was a
soft, white hockey puck. I had to offer them prizes to finish their plates. And with that, only two
out of the three managed to choke it down.
Every now and then I’ll see a hand-drawn sign on the side of the road indicating the Sons
of Norway or some such group is hosting a lutefisk dinner at a local hall. I’m tempted to stop and
join my fellow outlaw lutefisk lovers … but I rarely go. Without experiencing the soaking and
the smell—the transformation of the fish—it’s just another meal. To prepare lutefisk from start
to finish is to be reminded forgiveness is possible.
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The Harvest
When I was a girl, whenever I saw Mom preparing to make kalja, I knew it was time for
harvest. Kalja is Finnish Ale. We served it to the men when they were haying. When it was hot
outside, the cool ale was a great thirst quencher.
Malt, sugar, water and yeast—boil it up and pour it into gallon jugs to ferment for a few
days. As the kalja fermented, Mom began to bake other things because the workingmen had to
be fed: fresh bread, applesauce cake, venison stew, venison roast, and cabbage salad. The
chickens had to go into overdrive laying eggs.
On harvest days, I’m not sure who worked harder: the women or the men.
The summer between my freshmen and sophomore years at junior college I was helping
with the harvest—helping the women specifically. It was time to cut and bale the hay in
Grandpa’s fields. The men showed up before dawn, among them my cousin Martin. He said,
“Hey Teach” as he came into the kitchen. He always called me that; he knew I wanted to be a
teacher. Martin sat down at the table with men from farms all around. They all came to help;
that’s the way it worked. No one could harvest alone, so the farmers figured out whose fields
needed harvesting when and just rotated around helping each other out.
By the time the men showed up, we women already had a big pot of coffee ready to go
and the big kitchen table burdened with food: breads, coffee cakes, cold roasts, jam, butter, fried
ham, and pan after pan of scrambled eggs until the men couldn’t take any more. Finally, the men
took their last swig of coffee and headed out to the fields.
The sky was beginning to lighten.
At 10 a.m., we drove the truck out in the field with more coffee and food for the men—
usually pasties, little half-moon meat pies you could hold in your hand. It was food they ate in
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the iron ore mines up north. Mid-day the men came inside for supper. Again, the table was full of
cold hams and roast beef, cabbage salads and rutabaga casseroles, applesauce made from apples
from Grandma’s orchard … and more coffee. At 3 p.m. we women again took the truck out into
the field carrying gallons of kalja and glasses, and fresh bread and butter in a bucket with ice to
keep it from melting in that hot sun.
At the end of the day the men washed up at the pump and came inside for the evening
meal before heading home for the night. Grandpa’s hay field required at least two days to cut and
bale, so the men would be back the next day. After the meal, we put the food away, looked over
our stock for the next day, and washed everything down with hot soapy water.
My cousin, Martin, was youngest among the workers; he still had a spring to his step as
he walked away from the house and swung himself up into the back of a pickup for the ride
home. We were the same age and had pretty much grown up together. The second harvest day, in
the afternoon, as I poured him a tall glass of kalja at the break, he asked me when my school
started.
“Beginning of September,” I said.
“Ah, that’s when we’ll be harvesting my pop’s wheat,” he said.
Martin was one of my favorite cousins—bright, creative. As kids, Martin, my brother,
sisters and I all played in the apple orchard. Adults had no idea where we were. Someone found a
picture book about circuses at school, so we put them on in Grandma’s apple orchard. We played
different characters and performed acts like summersaults and handstands. We invited other
cousins over to be our audience. We pretended like the apple blossoms were cotton candy.
One time Martin asked me if I would help him with his costume because he decided he
wanted to be the “Wild Man of Borneo.” We found a scrap of fur and I tied it over one shoulder
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like that character in the comics, Alley Oop. I tied a bone in his hair. He found a wooden club
that he swung around; that was his act. We kids laughed and laughed. It was high entertainment.
I thought about those days of the circus as Martin and I were in the hayfield, working
with the grownups. I looked at Martin and tried to see that “wild man” from long ago. As he
sipped his kalja, Martin wiped the sweat from his forehead. Little bits of hay stuck to his bangs.
“I hear they are looking for workers at Norrie,” he said. The Norrie Mine was one of the
largest iron ore mines in the region. My father had worked there about the time I was born, but
he only wanted to earn enough money to buy some land. During my father’s time, a lot of
Finnish boys died in mining accidents—tunnels collapsing, explosions gone wrong. Finnish
pastors began to preach from their pulpits that Finns belonged on farms. My father said that
when he went down in the mineshaft he was scared every single minute he was underground.
“I think I’ll head up to the mine this fall to see if I can get on.” Martin said.
Break time was over and he handed me his glass. He said, “Good luck at school, Teach.”
The women and I drove back up to the house as the men started up the equipment. That was the
last summer I was home to help with the harvest.
After junior college I went to university, graduated, and found a job as a third-grade
teacher near Seattle. Martin did go to work in the mine. When I’d hear about him in letters from
my mother, I hated to think of him there in the darkness of the mine—with the loud clangs, the
dank smell, the dampness; eating his pasties for lunch. You see, pasties were miners’ food by
design. You made pasties by rolling out the piecrust in a circle. Then, you’d place a bit of ground
beef, corn, potatoes in the center, then fold it over and crimp the edge. Bake it for an hour. You
wanted that edge to be sturdy, something the miner could hold on to because when they ate lunch
in the mines their hands would be so filthy, so covered with poisons, they would hold on to the
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pasty by the crusty edge, eat around it and then throw the crust away. Martin worked in the mine
long enough to make a down payment on a fishing boat. He captained a boat out of Astoria,
Oregon, for years, fishing for salmon all the way up to Alaska.
Last time I saw him was when I was on a trip down the coast to California. I spent the
night at his house. His wife, Nan, made a delicious dinner of broiled king salmon. She took thick
filets, seasoned them with salt and pepper, butter and chives and broiled them in the oven until
they were golden brown on the top and still moist in the middle. She served them with lemon
slices.
Over dinner, Martin asked, “Do you miss the farms? Farming?”
I thought a moment, then said, “I honestly do not miss the work. It was a lot of hard
work.”
Martin laughed, “It’s mostly mechanized now.”
I added, “I miss moments—like when we were little playing in Grandma’s apple orchard
in the spring, surrounded by those blooming trees. I felt like I was in heaven.”
Martin smiled and said, “In some ways, you were. We all were.”
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CHAPTER 5
INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
My purpose for this study was to explore what familial and community dynamics
influenced Finnish-American children growing up on Michigan’s Upper Peninsula in the 1930s
and 1940s. Related to my main purpose were questions about the ways a Finnish heritage
influenced education and career choices for community members; how language influenced
relationships generationally and within the community; and how organized religion influenced
community activities and relations. Exploration into these topics was done by conducting oral
history interviews with my narrator, Viola Nixon, who is described in detail in Chapter Three. I
then used narrative analysis to identify prominent themes in the information shared in the
interviews. The themes helped categorize the family and community dynamics present as my
mother was growing up. I used the themes to guide the development of three performable stories
that would answer my research question and related questions. To create the stories, I used
information from the interviews augmented by additional information from a cookbook and my
personal experiences. In this chapter I will explain my process for gathering and analyzing the
information, and how I used that information to create my stories.
Identifying Topics
My first step in this project was to discuss my proposal with my mother to explain my
goals and to address her concerns. I wanted her to speak freely during the interviews, knowing
how I would use the information to create stories that addressed my research question. Trust is
paramount in any study in which a person is asked to share her personal stories with a researcher.
This is especially true when the researcher will make permanent those interview stories through
recordings and transcripts, and use the interviews as raw material to create new stories to be
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shared broadly. For this project, I felt the responsibility that goes with that trust even more
keenly because my narrator was my mother. I wanted to honor her stories while honestly
addressing my research question.
In Chapter Three, I describe how I conducted the interviews in my mother’s house, my
method for transcription, and analysis of the information. I listened to the interview recordings
several times, but when it came to analysis and creating my stories I found it easier to work with
the transcript. Seeing the words made it possible for me to identify topics and themes as I read.
Central to my main research question was identification of familial and community
dynamics that influenced children in my mother’s community. Therefore, I needed to identify
themes prominent in the interviews that would affect the character, development or behavior of
the children. After reading the transcript several times, I noted the following topics came up
repeatedly: family, language, education, work, and church. I determined this topical repetition of
certain subjects, or themes, revealed much about how family and community members interacted
and influenced one another, including my narrator and by extension, other children. I then went
through the manuscript to mark each anecdote or information tidbit by the category in which it
best fit: family, language, education, work, and church. In the case that an anecdote addressed
two or more topics, I marked it with the one that seemed most prominent. I will discuss each of
these categories, starting with family.
Under the category of family, many of my mother’s stories recounted experiences or
interactions with immediate or extended family members: siblings, parents, grandparents, aunts,
uncles, and cousins. My mother grew up in a house her father built near both her maternal and
paternal grandparents. Both grandparents had numerous children, many of whom stayed in the
area to raise families of their own. This meant my mother was frequently interacting with family
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members socially, as well as at school and church. As children, my mother and her siblings
played in the forests, creeks and fields throughout the area with various cousins. But they were
rarely far away from a watchful eye of someone who happened to be related. Thus, that sense of
close-knit family interactions and support seemed ever-present in her reminiscences.
Regarding the next category, language, Finnish was widely spoken throughout the
community as my mother was growing up. That is not much of a surprise given many family
members had come from Finland or were only a generation removed from those who had. My
mother recalled community elders holding classes to teach Finnish language to children of my
mother’s generation. But she only mentioned two episodes in her interviews when there was
friction between the Finnish speaking and English speaking community members: when the
church sermons officially changed from Finnish to English and when young Finnish-speaking
children first went to the English-speaking public school. That there were only two instances of
language friction was a surprise to me. Based on my literature review, I had assumed it would be
much more of an issue. Finns tended to group together in communities because of the language
barrier, even if they could speak English (Holmio, 2001). It could be that those who were not
bilingual in the community got by with the assistance of those around them. As my study was
limited to the recollections of one person, conducting additional interviews with other
community members might reveal more stories of language challenges between Finnish and
English speakers, and possibly other tongues.
Information in my interviews about my third category, education, included both literacy
and going to school. Even though my mother’s parents had limited formal education, they could
read. My maternal grandmother instilled a love of reading in her children. She gave books as
gifts at Christmas and the children used the school library extensively. My mother and her
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siblings did well at school, and three of the four went on to college to eventually become
teachers. I was curious where this drive for academic achievement came from and had assumed
that my maternal grandmother had pushed her children in that direction hoping it would lead to
the proverbial “better life” that immigrant families seek. Whereas that support was likely there, I
was surprised when my mother said she sought to be a good student because to not get an
education meant a life of hard work.
My maternal grandfather died when my mother was a young girl, and her mother lived
off public assistance augmented by jobs that included helping her parents with farming activities
or working as a housekeeper for others in the community. My mother’s family also raised some
of their own food. Ultimately, my grandmother may not have overtly pushed her kids to excel in
school. However, her example of daily toil helped my mother and perhaps her siblings conclude
that education was a path to a more comfortable lifestyle.
My fourth category, work, is intertwined with education. The work required for day-today existence and work as employment figured prominently in my mother’s interviews. As she
lived in a rural community in a house with no indoor plumbing or electricity, tasks we perform
easily in this modern world like doing the laundry or baking required many more steps and
effort. From the interviews, I learned children were expected to pitch in as they could, and the
expectation they would share the workload extended to helping grandparents, aunts and uncles
with chores. Both grandparents were farmers and various other relatives farmed land and raised
cows, so it is easy to see how the list of daily tasks was never ending, including chores that
would be done by young children. As my mother and her cousins did the dishes or washed the
milk pails, an adult was freed up to do more demanding tasks.
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Notable in my narrator’s interviews was the juxtaposition of the agrarian lifestyle with
mining. Her maternal grandfather worked in marble quarries in Massachusetts before buying his
farm in Michigan. Her father did hard rock iron ore mining before becoming a farmer. If one
were to interpret working in the mines as progress toward a more modern America, my mother’s
family stepped back from that to embrace the more rustic lifestyle, at least for a generation. Yet,
my mother’s opinion is the move to farming was spurred by matters of safety, survival and peace
of mind. Viola mentioned a family member who worked underground in an iron ore mine who
was “scared all the time” while in the mineshafts. Farm work had its hazards and required more
round-the-clock effort—like milking cows twice daily—but at least it was done in the open air
surrounded by nature.
The last topic I identified as significant in my mother’s interviews I labeled as “church,”
which includes the role of church as a religious and social institution, as well as other religious
practices in the community. My mother’s family attended the St. John’s Lutheran Church in
North Ironwood founded in 1930, the year my mother was born. On a recent visit to the church
with my mother and aunt, they identified various family members in photographs of church
founders. As a country parish, the pastor visited the church once or twice a month to deliver
sermons.
According to my mother, some in the community practiced a very conservative form of
the Lutheran religion called Lasetadianism; these people did not have a central church, but
worshipped in their homes. She also recalled at least one Jewish family in the area and families
self-identified as “communist,” who did not attend church of any kind.
For my mother, the practice of going to church was necessary for salvation and served as
a social event. The pastor delivered passionate sermons focused on avoiding the pitfalls of
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eternal damnation. Adults in the congregation exerted influence over how young children should
behave, strengthening my impressions that more than the immediate family helped to raise a
child. The sermon was followed by a social with baked goods and time to play with other
children as the adults talked. As multiple families attended the church, it was an opportunity for
my mother and her siblings to interact with a broader social network.
Having identified family, language, education, work and church as prominent categories
influencing community dynamics in in my mother’s interviews, I next explain how I created
stories to explore possible answers to my research question and related questions.
Creating Stories
I needed to address upfront the challenge of creating stories from events recalled by
another. Some of the anecdotes and vignettes my mother recalled were rich in detail, but none
were lengthy. They informed my research questions, but didn’t totally answer them. I couldn’t
ask her to provide details she didn’t remember; nor could I frame the stories with my own
material and impressions while still maintaining they were her stories. I was also aware my
mother shared what she might feel is sensitive family information and that other family members
might disagree with her accounts.
In responses to these challenges, I decided to use my mother’s recollections as core
material for stories augmented by my own experiences and creative ideas, as well as information
from a cookbook she co-authored. Thus, the stories I created are fictional, akin to authoring a
historical novel. According to Currie (1985), even if based on some real events these kinds of
stories are fiction because my intention as author is they be perceived as fiction with no
information-preserving link to all events in the story. This decision offered a degree of protection
to my narrator and was liberating for me as author. I could create stories based on events with
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characters and circumstances that more clearly addressed my research questions without
worrying about exposing delicate family details or getting historical details exactly right.
Acknowledging this fictionalization further clarifies the stories are the result of my interpretation
of events, placing responsibility for the story details and decisions with me rather than my
mother.
One artistic decision was to determine how I would use the cookbook information in my
stories. As Viola co-authored the book, I felt her voice coming from the pages. Some notes in the
cookbook provided explanations about the Finnish culture. The recipes offered a very specific
glimpse into that culture via certain dishes. In some of her interviews, my mother had mentioned
specific foods in association with specific events, including cake after church, lutefisk at
Christmas, and homemade ale for field workers at harvest time. I found recipes and related
information in the cookbook for various cakes, lutefisk preparation, and the harvest beverage.
Viola had also described how field workers were fed enormous meals on harvest days and the
cookbook offered a selection of the types of foods the women would have served. That my
mother offered these pairings of food and activities in her stories inspired me to build my stories
around three events: a day at church, Christmas, and the harvest.
These three events as my mother articulated them also provided settings for the stories:
the church, the maternal grandparents’ home, and a hay field. My imagining of those settings in a
rural, Finnish-American community in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula was informed by my recent
visit to North Ironwood. Prior to this visit, I always pictured a generic church and fields of wheat
when I heard my mother’s stories. In July of 2016, when my mother and I were in the Midwest
visiting relatives, we stopped by St. John’s Lutheran Church. By coincidence my mother’s
second cousin was driving by with the key and unlocked the church for us so we could go in for
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a look. My mother pointed out the front pew where she and all the little kids had to sit during
services. I could see the pews proximity to the pulpit and the watchful organist. The tables in the
downstairs social hall/kitchen had bright checked tablecloths, ready for the next post-service
event. We visited her childhood home that her father built and stopped at her maternal
grandparents’ farm across the road. I saw the barn where they milked the cows, and the fields
where they harvested hay and grains, though now Christmas trees grow in the fields. We also
went into her maternal grandparents’ home where the kids sat around the Christmas tree and the
men sat shoulder to shoulder in the kitchen. I wanted to tap into my memories of these places to
inform the stories.
I reviewed the five prominent themes I identified from the interviews as influential to the
family and community dynamics in the Finnish-American community. They are listed here:
•

Family

•

Language

•

Education

•

Work

•

Church

I then matched the themes with recipes and potential story settings in this way: theme / recipe /
setting. Based on my narrator’s stories, some themes seemed connected, so I combined them and
ended up with this developing structures of three potential stories:
•

Church and language / cake / St. John’s Lutheran Church

•

Family / lutefisk / house father built and maternal grandparents’ home

•

Work, family, education / recipe for harvest ale / kitchen and field setting
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With three settings and related recipes in mind, I began thinking of events from the
interviews or those I could invent that would provide conflict or drama the characters could work
through toward resolution (Larocque, 2011). Those events would feed into the plots of the
stories.
According to Polkinghorne (1988), a plot “functions to transform a chronicle or listing of
events into a schematic whole by highlighting and recognizing the contribution that certain
events make to the development and outcome of the story” (pp. 18-19). I reviewed the interview
transcripts for anecdotes and elements that could contribute to the development of characters or
events in my three identified sets of themes / recipes / settings. In this effort, I could take creative
license with providing material to augment the interviews to create cohesive stories. But I had
difficulty making decisions. My options seemed wide open. Concurrently, I was considering who
would be my story narrator, which would influence how I would develop my story plots.
Ultimately, I decided on my narrator first.
Stories require a narrator to relate events. A third-person narrator can be all knowing or
have a limited perspective of one character, but in either case the narrator speaks from outside
the story. A first-person narrator is a character in the story. This limits the knowledge of the
character to the events at hand, but it can provide the character direct access to emotions in the
story. I decided to tell these stories in first person through a fictional narrator with a similar age
and background as my mother. To allow the character to have some perspective in the stories, I
decided my story narrator would recall these events in her life. The knowledge and life
experiences of this imaged character—her narrative—would inform how she articulated the
events and the emotions she associated with these stories. I gave my fictional narrator the name
of “Violet Leppanen.” Once I established my narrator and point of view, I found it easier to
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create plots to provide a structure for and to show the relationship between my story elements in
my three stories.
To create the “church and language / cake / St. John’s Lutheran Church” story, I
imagined Violet having an interaction with a female in the community, “Sylvia,” who chooses to
follow her husband to communist Russia on the promise of a better life. This requires Sylvia to
reject church teachings she has grown up with and embrace a life that initially seems scary to
her. She returns after a trying time and is accepted back into the community and church.
Essentially, individuals who may reject the community in hopes of something better are
welcomed back.
For the “family / lutefisk / house father built and material grandparents’ home” story
Violet weaves childhood memories of her mother preparing lutefisk with the return of a popular
uncle. The elaborate process of preparing the codfish becomes a metaphor for forgiveness. An
uncle who as a youth wrecks a vehicle and runs away is welcomed back into the family. This
speaks to the power of family and individuals to accept imperfections in others and offer
forgiveness.
To create the “work, family, education / recipe for harvest ale / kitchen and field setting”
story, I imagined a fictional harvest season when Violet Leppanen was assisting the women
feeding the harvesters focusing on a male cousin, based on a real cousin my mother played with
growing up. They have an imagined conversation about the future, after which each leaves the
community to go his/her own way. My intent with the story is to show that though the FinnishAmerican community was close-knit, it provided a platform from which children through
education or work experiences could launch into the bigger world.
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Once I decided on my narrator and plots, I made additional decisions regarding language
and word choice in crafting my stories. My story narrator’s words needed to “fit” the character,
so use of Finnish words would add to the authenticity of the stories. As my story narrator was of
the same age and background as my mother, word choice needed to be congruent. When
possible, I used exact words from the interviews. In addition, I sought to avoid modern slang.
Having my narrator recite specific recipe information was a creative choice to give the narrator
more knowledge; therefore, more credibility.
Since my narrator is bilingual, the ability to move fluidly between Finnish and English
contributes to the character’s believability. However, Finnish employs parts of the palate and
tongue in a manner very different from English. I did not want to infuse my stories with too
many Finnish phrases that I would then struggle to pronounce. I decided to use only one Finnish
word in my stories. Future story development could include adding more well practiced phrases.
As my stories were also written to be performed orally by me, I chose a manner of
speaking that not only worked for oral delivery, but worked for my style of oral delivery.
Sentences are generally short and focused on one idea, making it easier for the listener to follow.
Descriptions are limited to what I feel the listener needs to know to imagine the scene. For
example, when describing when the children playing around the church stopped to stare at a man
walking by, I used the following language in my story Of Coffee Cake and Communists:
She was just zeroing in on my cousin, Martin, when she abruptly stopped running.
She stood staring at the road. I looked over and there was a man walking down
the road. He was tall and thin. He was wearing working clothes, boots, and a hat
with a wide brim. He had a scraggly dark beard. The man smiled and nodded at
us, but we just stared back, watching him until he passed the church.
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Another teller doing this same work might craft the sentences very differently. Both of our
approaches could be equally effective with audiences.
Once my stories were crafted, I shared them with my mother. I wanted her to be
completely comfortable with all aspects of the stories, including the plots, settings, narrator’s
voice, and details included. I explained how I used her stories to inform my fictional stories and
she embraced my approach and decisions. The only thing she asked me to change was the last
name of my narrator.
Upon receiving feedback on my stories from my committee, I was surprised at how
evocative the food components in the stories had become. Whereas I had incorporated recipes
and ingredients to the stories as an artistic decision, I had serendipitously stumbled upon a
powerful device for audience connection. We all eat and have foods we consider part of our
culture. When we consume food from another ethnic group we are experiencing the other
ethnicity on several levels, including emotionally, intellectually, and/or viscerally. Thus, the
foods in my stories accomplished what Long (2009) described as, “‘simple’ foods can hold
complex meanings,” (p. 6). Some ingredients and flavors in my stories are relatively familiar and
easy to imagine, such as what happens when you mix up butter, sugar, eggs, etc. to make a
coffee cake, which can make the listener’s mouth water. Other flavors could be less appealing,
like that of soft, white gelatinous cod soaked in lye. Some listeners might be intrigued by the
taste, others repulsed, but the key is in addition to engaging intellectually or emotionally,
listeners may react viscerally.
Including the food in the stories also offered insights as to the role of women in FinnishAmerican farming culture. Men may have milked the cows, harvested the grain, or caught the
fish, but the women prepared the food for consumption. The extent to which women went to
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make the foods available and palatable—from providing not only calories, but variety; to
carefully monitoring baking time; to extensively handling cod in order to resurrect it for the
holiday table—illustrated the significant art and skill involved in cooking. The women’s efforts
balanced those of the men; cooking was the yin to the harvest’s yang. A Finnish farm needed
people working hard in both roles to be successful.
In summary, as explored in my literature review in Chapter Two, the foods we prepare
and eat tell much about us and help define who we are. Rahn (2006) states, “Conventional
wisdom tells us that the kitchen is the heart of the home” (p. 34). If that is the case, then the food
in my stories invites the listeners in to an authentic Finnish place alive with tastes, scents, and
meanings far beyond words.
Next Steps
The goal of this study was to ask how the oral history interviews of one woman reveal
familial and community dynamics that influenced children growing on in Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula between 1930 and 1950. From the interviews I identified themes of family, language,
education, work and church, which figured prominently in the remembrances of the narrator. My
conclusion is that life events in each of these thematic areas had profound effects on my mother
in ways she may or may not have been aware. The stories I created from the interviews,
cookbook and my experiences express my interpretation of how family and community members
influenced Viola and, by extension, other youth by offering them a path to explore the wider
world, forgiveness for transgressions, and acceptance of life choices, whether that is to leave the
community for good or to leave and return. Those who hear my stories may offer additional
insights or use the stories as a springboard to examine the dynamics of their own growing up
experiences. I am conscious that likely there were other less positive influences and dynamics in
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the community, but they did not achieve a level of prominence in this set of interviews with this
narrator. Such stories might come out in additional interviews conducted with other community
members.
An ideal follow up to this study would be to acquire funding that would allow me or
another researcher to go to Ironwood and other Upper Peninsula communities to conduct more
oral history interviews with elders in the area. Likely such a study would tap into a rich and
diverse source for stories, including nationalities other than Finns who were drawn to the region
for mining and farming in the early 1900s. Such a study would best happen soon, as second and
third-generation immigrants are now quite old.
Another opportunity would be to conduct an oral history with my aunt who coauthored
the cookbook. I could develop stories from her interviews, as well as further develop these
stories into written form. I could then incorporate the recipes from the cookbook into the
narrative. As is, the cookbook is a personal reflection of my mother’s and my aunt’s life
experiences. It would be nice to flesh out their stories to more fully complement the recipes.
Conclusion
One of the strengths of the United States is that it is made up of diverse peoples. Except
for Native Americans, everyone’s ancestors came to North American within the last 500 years.
Virtually all of us are the progeny of immigrants. We are currently in a political climate where
immigrants who look or dress or worship differently from mainstream white America are viewed
with suspicion or denied access to this country. Yet, many of us don’t have to dig very far back
in our own family history to discover our ancestors knocking on America’s door. The
opportunity to interview my mother about her experiences growing up Finnish-American has
instilled in me a profound sense of pride in my Finnish heritage. By sharing stories I created for
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this study, I encourage those who hear my stories to recognize how recently their families
planted roots in this country. Knowing from whence we came offers perspective on what it has
taken each of us to get where we are and casts light on the shoulders upon which we stand.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Interpretive Protocol
The following is a potential list of questions and memory prompts. This list will be augmented
by additional questions that arise during interviews.
•

What experiences in your childhood stand out to you as very special times and why?

•

Growing up, explain where and when you would most likely be using Finnish.

•

Growing up, explain where and when you would most likely be using English.

•

How conscious were you that you were living in a primarily Finnish rural community?

•

In what ways did you feel different from members of other communities in and around
Ironwood, MI?

•

What stories do you remember hearing growing up?

•

What role did your community church play in your life?

•

Describe how you celebrated holidays and special days, like birthdays.

•

What role did your extended family play in your day-to-day life?

•

How did your mother make ends meet after your father died?

•

How important was getting an education to your parents?

•

Why did you value an education?

•

Why did you decide you wanted to go to college?

•

In what ways do you regret leaving your life in a largely Finnish community?

•

In what ways are you glad that you decided not to settle in the area in which you were
raised?

•

What games did you play as children?
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Appendix B
Consent Form
On Growing Up Finnish in the Midwest: A Family Oral History Project

Dear Viola Nixon,
This information is provided to help you decide if you would like to participate in an oral
history project about growing up in a largely Finnish community in the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan.

Central purpose of the study and procedures to be used: The goal of this study is to
document your experiences, challenges, and stories of what it was like to grow up in a rural
Finnish community in the United States. You are being asked to participate because you have the
personal experience of having done so. If you choose to participate, you will be asked to
participate in a series of interviews during which you will be asked to describe various aspects of
your life. The questions are open-ended and may largely consist of follow up questions to
memories you choose to share. You do not have to answer any questions and do not need to
explain why you do not wish to answer the questions. The interviews will take place at a time
and place most convenient to you. Duration of individual interviews will be as long as you are
comfortable. The researcher will assemble portions of the interview into a performance that
explores what it was like to grow up Finnish.

Voluntary participation: You may ask to end an interview or the interview process entirely at
any time.
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Confidentiality: To contribute to the knowledge of scholarship in general, all or a portion of oral
history materials—recordings and transcripts—will be made available to the general public. In
the portions of the interviews used in the storyteller performance, information that identifies a
specific individual may be used. You have the option to have information from your interview
used in the performance, but to request that identifiable information of you or others be altered or
removed.

Risks and anticipated benefits: There are no known risks or discomforts anticipated in
participating in this study. The main benefit you will gain from participating will be to share
your experience of growing up Finnish broadly with your family, storytelling audiences and the
general public.

Contact information: If you have any questions about this study, please ask at any time.
Following our interviews, you may contact me at irnixon@hotmail.com and 360-504-3233.
Please sign this form to give your consent to participate in the study knowing all of the
above information. A copy of the signed consent form will be given to you for your records.

Signature of Viola M. Nixon

Date
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Appendix C
House Photos

Top photo: Viola Nixon (left) stands with her sister, Arlene Renken, in front of their North
Ironwood childhood home built by their father, Otto Spetz, in the mid-1930s. The addition on the
right of the two-story structure was added later. Bottom photos: Notched wood details of the
house. © Photos by Ingrid Ruth Nixon
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Appendix D
Transcription Key
The transcription follows a simple version of Gail Jefferson’s system found in
Wood, L.A. & Kroger, R.O. (2000). Doing discourse analysis: Methods for studying action in
talk and text. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

KEY: I = Interviewer, P = Participant
[

Square brackets indicating overlapping speech.

]
Example:

I: with the [landscape
P: Hm.]

↑ ↓

Up and down arrows to indicate the pitch of the speaker

(( ))

Double parenthesis to insert nonspeech sounds.

[]

Brackets used to insert comments or description by the researcher

◦ ◦

Circles before and after a sentence spoken at a low volume

(.)

Untimed, audible pause.

Hah

Laughter

.hh

Audible inbreath

hh

Audible outbreath

end of line=

Equal sign indicates latching (no interval) between utterances. Denotes no break

between sentences or thoughts by the speaker in this transcription.
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